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Gaming
major gets
OK from
council
0 Proposal moves from
college council to Carter's
office for approval
By Jennifer Sabella
Nev.s Editor
The long planned and debated
video game major was unanimously approved at the April 8
college council meeting.
During the meeting, Doreen
Bartoni, dean of the School of
Media Arts, along with Associate
Dean Debra Schneiger, discussed
the process that went into getting
this major off r.;;;;;ru;.--1
the ground,
and thanks the
council
for
their support.
Bartoni said
the Columbia '---_."'-2010 plan was
a deciding factor in her push to
bring the major to Columbia.
Other council members agreed
that the major is proof that the college is becoming more innovative.
" I very much support this proposal," said Keith Kostecka, president of the Organized Faculty of
Columbia College. "We are at the
cusp."
Every voting member of the
council agreed that the major
should be sent to President
Warrick L. Carter for final
approval.
Bartoni also cited the media
attention that the proposed major
has brought to Columbia.
' There has been a lot of buzz
about this proposed game design
major," Bartoni said.
The Chicago Tribune as well as
other national and international
media cited Columbia as one of
many schools to work gaming into
their curricula. The increased
interest in college gaming programs could be the result of a
thriving video game industry,
which generated more than $7 billion in revenue last year.
The approval process for the
major was a long one. After being
proposed at college council in the
winter, the major then went
through
committees,
the
President's Office, the Board of
Trustees, and back to the council.
Support for the major has been
evident since the early January
council meetings.
See Gaming, Page 8

'Conversations'
help foster funds

National security threat?

0 President's Club membership continues to rise
By Andrew Greiner
2005 IRS form 990, a document
Editor-in-Chief
that details the college's expendiA little more than a year after tures and income. According to
the college revamped its past IRS forms, the college took
Institutional
Advancement in $2.8 million in gifts in 2003
Department, officials say that and $2 million in 2002 from
Columbia is on track for its most grants and contributions.
lucrative fundraising year ever,
Ross said that he ex pects
despite a rocky
income
from
start.
gifts to the
During
a
school-whi ch
recent interview
can be anything
with
The
from cash to
Chronicle, Vice
photograph s,
President
of L - - - -- - - - - books and camInstitutional Advancement Sam eras-to double by 2010, puning
Ross reflected on the depart- the total amount of contributions
ment's recent successes and its near $20 million.
goals for the future. The departThis total would exceed the
ment has encountered its share of goals set in the Columbia 20 I0
bumps in the past and faces some plan, which calls for a I 0 percent
real challenges in the near future yearly increase in contributed and
to provide the resources for non-tuition revenue.
Columbia's goals.
" I don't see any problem with
"It's too early to tell, but we meeting the rigorous goals set by
think this will be the biggest Columbia' s 2010 plan," Ross
fundraising year ever at Columbia said.
College," Ross said.
This type of revenue stream
The Institutional Advancement could bode well for Columbia, as
Department is estimated to take in it is facing a space crunch and a
close to $9 million from gifts for student body eager for a student
the 2004-2005 fiscal year, a figure center. Ross plans to use the
that Ross said will only increase department 's recent momentum to
in coming years. No actual data begin a capital campaign for a stuwill be available to support these
estimates until the release of the
See Conversatio n , Page 8

Erin Mash/The Chronk:te

Michael Hernandez de Luna is being investigated by the
Secret Service due to the content of his artwork. A current
show of his work, 'Axis of Evil: The Secret History of Sin' is
on display in Columbia's Glass Curtain Gallery in the 11 04
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. The exhibit runs through May
11. Additional coverage on Hernandez de Lu na's inve stigation and exhibit, is on page 3 of the A&E Supplement.

Festival aims spotlight at Latino cinema
0 Four nights of special events celebrate several Latino cultures with ethnic food, film, live entertairunent
By Monica Tapia
Staff Writer

This month, the Chicago Latino
Film Festival celebrates its 2 1st
anniversary by screening hundreds
of films at various Chicago theaters.
Beyond simply showing films,
the festival, presented by the
International Latino Cultural
Center of Chicago in cooperation
with Columbia, will highlight the
wide range of Latino cultures by
also stagi ng a series of special
events. The themed events include
four nights of celebration that combine films, food and live entertainment.
"The film festival is just the meat
and potatoes," said Th iago Da
Costa, special events coordinator
for the International Latino
Cultural Center of Chicago. "The
special events are the big gala."
Each of the four nights center on The Spanis h film 'Te doy mis ojos (Take my eyes)' will be shown
a film from a Latino country. The at the Chicago Latino Film Festival's Night of Spain celebration
evening's entertainment is also April 11 . The cele bration is one of the festiva l's four themed
related to the featured country, said events that will h ighlight the c ulture of a particular La tino country.

Dru Shipper. public relations and
marketing manager for the
International Latino Cultural
Center of Chicago.
The festival kicked off on April 8
at the Thorne Auditorium at
Northwestern University with a
tilm from Chile called Cachimba
directed by Silvio Caiozzi. The special events continue with Night of
Spain on April II. which features
Te dov mis ojos (Tc1ke mv e\"es) an
entry from Spain. and the cwning
will include Spanish fare like the
traditional mixed drink sangria.
On April 16. Nochc M~xicana.
which is a traditional event at the
fest ival. will feature £1 Mago (The
Magician)
at
the
Thorne
Auditorium and mariachis. boleros.
trios and festive music honoring

Mexican culture. The series will
close with a Brazilian celebration
on April 20 with Brazilian cuisine
and entertainment like Samba
dancing. in conjunction with Dl'lls
See Film, Page 7
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Put the Bulls back in the spotlight
ow that the Orange
Crush has lost its carbonation, Chicago basketball fans have a chance to sip
on some high-energy Red Bull.
For the past few months
Chicago's sports medi a have
been riding the wave of Illini
basketball success, running
daily stories about the men in
orange: their teamwork, their
championship play, their raspyvoiced coach and their near perfect season.
Wh ile the excitement of their
NCAA tournament run and the
team's 37-2 record deserved all
the attention it recei ved, there is
an unfortunate s ide effect of the
Big Ten champions: The
Chicago Bulls have been left
out in the cold.
The no-name boys from the
United Center have been on a
tear of their own, a run that has
garnered the Bulls second
billing next to Dee Brown,
Luther Head and Deron
Williams of the Illini.
The Bulls are back in the
playoffs, and I wonder if anyone cares.
Maybe people j ust aren't
ready to believe the Bulls are a
solid NBA team quite yet, or
maybe the Chicago fans are so
used to li cking their collective
sports wounds they keep their
enthusiasm for the Bulls close
to their vest.
I' m just as guilty as anyone.
Earlier thi s year I called the

N

Bulls a joke and said just their
marketing slogan, "Through
thick and thin," this team 's
chances of winning looked to be
thinner than Tyson Chandler's
legs.
I was wrong.
After starting the season with
a horrendous nine game losing
streak, the Bulls righted their
ship and are now in playoff
contention and gunn ing for
home-court advantage in the
first round of the playoffs.
The team is coming off a nine
game winni ng streak, the likes
of which Chicagoans haven't
seen since His Airness left
town. They are tied for fourth in
the playoff standings, are second in their division and hold
the title of best defense in the
NBA.
I went to a Bulls game on
April 2, when the Bulls stomped
all over the Charlotte Bobcats.
They won the game in decisive
fashion, 112-97. Much to my
disappointment, the United
Center crowd was sparse at
best. By my assessment, nearly
three whole sections were left
vacant by Chicago fans. This
was made all the more disturbing by the fact that the game
was sold out and a few of my
frie nds couldn't gain admission.
This means that people had
tickets to the game and just didn ' t show up. Although, this was
the same night as the Final
Four.

Ca11JUS NaNs

National Campus
News 1 ~

But what a waste. The Bulls
are exciting to watch.
With the Bulls playing like
they are right now, knocking off
the NBA's elite one by one and
increasing their basketball stock
at every turn, Chicagoans
should be buzzing.
But it's tough to say if there
rea lly reall y is a buzz, with the
Bull s coverage tucked away on
the inside pages of the city's
sports sections.
So, now that the Fighting
Ill ini are done-and my condolences to the optimists who held
out hope for an orange and blue
national title-those o f us who
were elated by the quality of
basketball in Illinois during the
past few month s s hould throw
the same kind of passionate
support behind the Bulls.
By the time you read this , the
Bulls will have just six games
left in their regular season
sc hedule. And if all goes well,
they cou ld be hosting the first
round of the playoffs at the
United Center against the
Washington Wizards at the end
of April.
I can only hope that come
playoff time the Bulls' fire will
have caught on with Chicagoans
once again and no seats in the
United Center will go empty
during the Bulls fi rst playoff
run si nce the '90s.

• The Patriot Act and You
The Center for Teac hing
Excellence and the New
Mil lennium Studies/First Year
Seminar Teaching Academy
present Privacy, the Patriot Act
and You: A Conversation with
John Frohnmayer. Frohnmayer, a
self- proclaimed defender of the
First Amendment, will di scuss
issues with the Patriot Act and
other concerns regard ing freedom of speech. The conversation
will be in Collins Hall on the
s ixth floor of the South Campus
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
on April II fro m 4 p.m. to 5:30
p.m.
For more information, co11tact
Teaching
the
Center for
Excellence at (312) 344-7424.

-agreiner@ch roniclemail.com

•

What are your thoughts about the
''Axis of Evil" exhibit that was visited
by Secret Service agents Apnl 6?

1 1

Commentary
City Beat
I
StJpplement A&E

•come Ye ' and dance
Choreographer Ronald K.
Brown presents "Come Ye," a
fusion of African, modern and
social dance, from Apri l 14 to 16
in the Dance Center, 1306 S.
Michigan Ave., at 8 p.m. A n
in spirational score by Ni na
S imone and Fela Kuti accompany the performance, which repre-

High 60°
Low 38"

"People have
the right to free
speech, and If
[the exhibit] is
being questioned, they're
alienating our
rights as
Americans."

thi~k

"I
It's
hlllarlous. I'm
a strong
believer In
f r •9mof
SpetJc:h."

'

High 60°
Low400

High 62°
Low42"

-Ashleigh
Gunty, Junior,
Anlmat.lon

All forecasts provided byAccuWeather.com----C2005

sents the pursuit of liberation and
peace. Tickets are $20 to $24
with a di scount for Co lumbia
students.
For more information, contact
the Dance Center Box Office at
(312) 344-8300.

•

Coyotes strike back
In their first game of the season, Columbia's baseball team,
the Coyotes, too~ one of two
games against the Northwestern
Wildcats. The Wildcats defeated
the Coyotes 14-4 in the first
game, but the Coyotes turned it
around in the seco nd game,
defeating the Wildcats 7-2.
For more information on the
Coyotes, check out www.co/umbaseball. com.
•

She'll make it after all
Mary Tyler Moore joins
Columbia trustee Bill Kurtis on
April
14
for
the
fina l
Conversations in the Arts event
of the school year. Moore will
discuss her career and her life at
7:30 p.m. in the Film Row
Cinema Theater at the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Tickets are $35.
For more info rmation, cOtltact
Chuck Bricker at ( 312) 3448653.

If you have
an upcoming event or
announcement, call
The
Chronicle's
news desk
at (312) 3447~54 oremail
chronicle@
colum.edu.
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Columbia's 'hot' couture
0 Fashion Columbia goes from runway to stage for 2005 as the highly attended event makes an ' interesting' move to the Dance Center
By Jennifer Sabella
News E<ilor

Col umbia's very ow n fashio nislas are fi lli ng out applicat ions
and fin ish ing lhe slilchi ng on their
garme nts in time fo r lhe ninth
annual Fashion Columbia.
On April 2 I a nd April 22, a slew
of student des igners and producers
will fill lhe Dance Center, 1306 S.
Michigan Ave., for the only fashion show in the country run entirely by students.
Fashio n Columbia planners say
that this year's event will be differe m from prev ious years. mostly
due to a change in venue.
" lin previous years! it was kind
of a cookie c uller show. You knew
what 10 expect ," said Lauren
McLain. executive producer for
Fashion Columbia 2005. "This
year is a lol different, !because!
we're doing it al the Dance
Cen te r. That 's obviously not a
runway venue. so the show's
going to be more of a s how. It 's
going to be staged more theatri cally."
The number of shows during
Fashion Columbia has a lso
c ha nged. Due to the Jack of space
10 host the expected crowds for the
even!, McLa in said there are now
two shows per day instead o f just
!wo shows tow/.

"!More s hows! require a lot
more models, which requires a lot
more money,'' McLain said. " More
models means more hair people,
which means more mo ney. More
models also means more makeup
peop le. which means m ore
money

File
Fashion Columbia 2004

Keeping this year's even! under
budget has been a c hallenge,
McLain said. Last year, tic ket
prices fo r the s how increased.

fa~hion/rctail managcml.!nl. All the
models and photographe r ~ ha,·c
experience in the fashion indu~try.
''Thi~ is a professional :-.how and

making the genera l admi ssion

that is one of our standards that we
al ways maintain." Erpenbac h sai d.
"We want our students to Jearn
how to produce a show that is at
professional standards."
Erpenbach said that the c hange
from the runway to the stage will
g ive the s how more of a performance fee l, but it hasn't discouraged
those invo lved.
Lourdes Castro Osorio, design
liaison for the show, said planning
the show without a runway has
been different fro m what s he
expected.
"The biggest impact has been
the change o f venue." Osorio s aid.
"It's been an interesting expe ri ence, and as a designer. it wil l have
a little bit of a different feel. but the
clothing will show and that 's the
most i,;:;porta nt thing of all."
High school s tude nts from
across Illino is usually atte nd the
matinee
show
of
Fashion
Columbia. but this year there is no
matinee, and a lifth show was
added for the students on April I I
in the Conaway Center, I 104 S .
Wabash 1\.ve. The stude nts. most ly
e nrolled in high school fas hion
design classes, have an opportunity to ask the designers questions
and see the show in a more intimate setti ng.

price $60 for the public a nd $35 fo r
s tudents. Tic ket prices did not
increase this year because donati ons from various co mpanies
allowed for some room to mane uver, she said.
"We are really, really lucky that
there are some people making it so
we are able to do the show for the
amount of money we' re able 10 do
il for," McLain said. " If we didn't
have the connec tio ns that we have,
largely through Nena !von, it
couldn't happen for thi s amount of
money."
! von is the instructor of the
Advanced
Fas hion
Show
Product io n class, which is respo nsible for producing the show. She
is also a fashion director at Saks
Fifth Avenue, whic h prov ided free
makeup for lhis year's event.
Fash ion Columb ia producers
also c ut the cost of priming flyers
and inv itations to lhe show this
year.
Fashion Columbia 's open call
for designers work for is from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on April 15 in the
1006 S. Mic higan Ave. Building,
where producers expect more than
I00 applicants. O n Apri l 16 the
learn wi ll narrow down that Jist to
35 students whose des igns will
appear in the show.
A no the r important aspec t of
Fashion Columbia is that it is on a
str ictly professional leve l. said
Dianne Erpcnbach, coordinator in

File

Fash ion Columbia 2004

Fashion Columbia rum April 21
and 22 ar 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. For ticker rese1wrtiom, call (866) 468-J-101
and for more infonnatiol,, l'isit
lillp:llj(rslliOIICOiralrbitr.colrrllr.edrr!

Faculty workload issues resurface at convocation
0 Provost discusses at convocation his commitment to reducing faculty duties despite withdrawing his proposal to President Cm1er
By Jeff Danna
pointed o ut that reducing workNews Edllor
load was the most important issue
Address ing an audience of they faced. Of the approximately
1 I 0 people who responded to the
more than 100 Columbia fac ulty
membe rs in the Film Row survey sent o ut earlier this year,
C inema, I 104 S. Waba sh Ave., 91 people voted on the nine-hour
Provost Steve Kape lke said at a teac hing load category, with 58
facult y convocatio n April 8 he percent indicating the issue was
con tinues to be commi n ed to urgent.
reducing fac ulty workload.
Each se mester, te nured and
Recently. Kape lke said, he te nure-trac k fac ulty are curre ntly
withdrew a proposa l addressed to requi red to teach 12 credit hours,
Co lumbi a President Warrick L. o r about four classes, Kapelke
Carter o utlining . - - - - - - - - - - ---., said.
He
is
the
need
fo r
" Thi s is a c hange to
requesting
to
work- which 1 rema in c ommit- have this requirered uced
load
req uirete d . . .. I don't want to
ment reduced to
ments for facult y,
le t this linger."
nine credi t hours.
in order tO cl arify
or a bout three
some specifics.
-Steve Kape/ke,
classes a semesColumbia Provost
ter.
Kapelke said
he is loo ki ng inw L - - - - - - - -- - - - l Kapelke also
issues s uch as
said thai in addinexib le scheduling and stipends tion to teac hing ho urs, facu lt y
for faculty. He is expecting to members are also overwhelmed
complete his research by fal l by admi nistrative work. Fac ulty
2005 and resubm it his proposal to handles tasks suc h as designing
Carter at that time.
Web pages a nd coord inating
"I bear comp lete respons ibili ty internship program s, but oth er
with this." Kapelke sa id . "T his is employees could handl e these
a c hange to which I remain com- jobs,
assoc iate -Provost
Ja n
mined ... . I don't want to let this Garfield to ld T he Chronicle last
linger."
month.
In a recent s urvey by the
"We will hire new staff me mColumbia
College
Fac ulty bers at a rapid rate and assign
Organization, facu lty members them to managerial tas ks now

performed by faculty." Kape lke
said.
Columb ia has a lready s tarted
hiring people to take o n these
duties, he said , but he d id not say
to which depart me nts they were
hired.
By restructuring work load
req uireme nts, he said, facult y
members would have more time
to wo rk in thei r professio nal

fi e lds. T his ties into the
Columbia 2010 plan's vision of
making the college more studentcentered, because by reduci ng
work load, faculty
members
would have more time to devote
to assisting and counseling stude nts.
Stude nts cou ld al so be nefit
fro m having contacts to facu lty
me mbe rs who regu larly work in

the ir c hosen fields. Kapelke sa id .
"!Facult y members! m ust continue to be lifelo ng learners ... he

s aid.
T hi s year. Columbia hired 10
full - li me facu lty members and
added eight new stall posit ions
wi thin it s departments. Kapclkc
sa id. Next year. the college ant icipates hi ring about 10 more fulllime fac ulty members.
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FREQUENCY 32

IC

Te l evision Oeptodm e nt

Columhia , • , • , • , " ,. . • ,

the Ages,,
Benefit Show

~~Rock

r,·

Program Guide fo r University Center on Channel 32

Presented by Columbia College Chicago's AEMMP Records.

Cam,Rus Update
Columbia s forum for mmpus new;. announcement: events. weorher mfo & more .
MWf)u: 6o, So. lOo. 12p. 2p, 4p. 6p TRSo· 7o 9o llo lp. 3p Sp. 7p 9p llp

Thursday April 21 , 2005 @ Double Door
I 57 2 N M ilwaukee Ave. Chicago. IL *2 I and over

Reel Stuff

Thunderwing
Paper Airplane Pilots
Che Arthur
Francois Dillinger
Waste

Aprofile of student film. video. om motion & documentary projects.
This week'sfeatured arid;: Arlhur Wlechec
MWFSu: l0:30a
IRS: 7:30p

Connie Martinson - Talk Books
Author, Shown ShiHel1 shores incile aboul his book, Connie Martinson TalkBooks.
MWFSu: 1l :30o
TRSo: 8:30p

Reel Stuff
Aprofile of student film, video, animation & documentary projects.
This week's feolured orlisl: Krislen Reyer
MWFSu: 12:30p
TRSo: 9:30p

Garners

Tickets $8 @

Doors at 8 p.m. Show at 9 p.m.

(NLI

Tired of playing !he some old video games? Gel o sneak peek of the loctest gnmes
and stylish new video go me conlrollers.
MWFSu 8 OOp

Reality Bar Crawl

www.ticketmas ter.com or

Double Door box office

[['!

For more mfo checkout: http://www r oc k r hc ages.org
rvruiohl" 1hrougll Sourh~m D·~r n butlOn, w<ll crl~o b~ ~old on rompu~

(NLI

The cast of lwo reoltiyshows hove joined force~ and ore coming to ocollege near you
MWFSu: 8:30p

AV Squad

(NL)

Hoi new musicvideos of the spring thoryou don't want to miss. Bur first
compare your college experience to the life of a sheltered college freshmen.
MWFSu: 9:00p

College Town, USA

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 s. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Events

(NL)

The crew visits college campuses, hong-outs and students around the country.
This week's open house: University of Kentucky
MWFSu: 9:30p

Comedy Night School

(NLJ

Romonce just got better for those in search of a love me. Grab a pod and pen for tips
to acquire that special somone that iscloser than you think.
MWFSu: lO:OOp

Funny Money

(NL)

Comedians battle head to liead forb~ money and audience laughs.
MWFSu: 10:30p

AV Squad (NLJ
You don't want to miss the lastest music videos nor the special guest host
that will introdU<e them on this edition of AV Squad.
MWFSu: 11 :OOp

Planet X (NLJ
Who said men were better in sports than women? Meet three brave women that toke
a stab at extreme sports, giving men a run for their money.
MWFSu: 11 :30p

In the lobby Monday at 12:30 pm
Tuesday April 12
Theatre Dept Freshman
Performance "Hat Acts"
2 00 PM & 7:30 PM

Theatre Dept Freshman Performance
"Hat Acts" 11 00 AM
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble
7:30 PM
Thursday Aprjl 14

Theatre Dept. Fres hman Performance
"Hat Acts" 12 :30 PM
Friday April 15
T heatre Dept. Freshman Performance
"Hat Acts" 7:30 PM

All Concert Hall events are free unless otherwise stated.
For more info: 312/344·6300
Music Center pianos provided by Orttgor1'1 Muaicvi llt, Inc

Columbia~
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

IEED A REGULAR PART·TIME JOB
OR A JOB FOR IHE SUtltiER1

Attend the summer "Survival" Job Fair
Thursday, April14, 2005; 11 am- 3 pm
Hokin Center, 623 South Wabash, 1st Floor

The event is open to all Columbia College Chicago students.
Come and network with employers from a wide range of industries.
Dress sharp,
Act Professional,
and bring copies of your resume!

Sponsored by Student Employment/Portfolio Center
Division of Student Affairs
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Asian Arts Center lauds
actress of screen, stage
0 Showcase at Gene Siskel Film Center honors Lauren Tom's accomplishments
By Monica Tapia
Staff Writer

United States . Wrthin five years.
the center earned a reputatio n
after produc ing a variety o f
events and honorin g the importance of A sian arts and media in
C hi cago. A year after it was
fo unded . 2,500 people attended
" New World. New A rt: The
Asian Artist in A merica" festival
at Navy Pier. From Apri l 26
through May 6 , the center wi ll
present its Women Warrior
Fes tival honoring women o f
Asian descent.
C urren tl y, Lau re n To m is
working o n a s itcom pilot for
CBS, which s he said provides
the perfec t work ing schedule
s ince she has two yo ung boys to
care fo r.
"A s itcom is a 9-3 jo b," Tom
said. "So I ca n foc us o n my real
fa mily right now and still have
my dream job."
The
I Oth Ann ual Asian
American Showcase, presented
by the Foundation for Asian
America n Indepe nde nt M edia
and the Gen e S iskel Film Center,
concluded Apri l 10. To m discussed fi lms s he has starred in
and d isplayed collections from
some of her film s during A Day
with Lauren Tom.

To m has perfo rmed in sitcoms.
Broadway s hows and films like
A;ian-American actress Lau ren /11 Good Compa11y and Bad
To m was ho nored for her contri- Sa11ra . She ha s also recei ved a
bution to fi lm by the Center for Village Voice Obie Award.
Asian Arts and Media at w hich recognizes excellence in
Columbia as part o f the lOth Off- Broadway
pro ductio ns.
anniversary celebration o f the Us ually playi ng a s upport ing
Asian
American lead. Tom said there is a good
Chi cago
Sho wcase, which
.
s ide and a bad
ran through Apri l "A sitcom is a 9 to 3 jobi s ide to being an
So I can foe on my
Asian actress.
1o.
As a role mode l real fami ly right now and
" It's good [to
to the Asian com- still have my dream job." be
an
Asian
muni ty, Tom said
actress I because I
- Lauren Tom. actress don't ha ve nearly
she is sti ll ' urprised and delightas much competied when people recognize her.
tion as if I were wh ite o r
"At least once a day. someone blo nde," s he sa id . "But there
will come up to me and say. 'I aren't many A s ian lead roles."
know yo u fro m so mew here.·
Nancy Tom, Lauren 's mother
They thin k they know me from and founder of the Asia n Art
hi gh schoo l o r some thin g." Tom C enter at Colu mbia. is very
sa id with a laugh. "But it' s a big proud o f her daughter 's achievehonor and I'm al ways to uched ments and s uccess.
w hen I get recog ni zed.' '
''I'm a very happy mo ther,"
Tom. an Il linois native. has said Nancy Tom, "beca use s he
starTed in dozens o f fil ms and TV ha s found something she loves to
series. including playing Ross do and has the will ingness to
Gel ler's girlfriend Julie during the help o th ers."
fi rst two seasons o f "Friends" and
Nancy Tom fo unded the
Lena, a devoted daughter struggling Center for As ian Arts in 1998. It
to keep her marTiage alive. in Tire was the first Asian arts center
Joy Luck Club.
founded by a college in the

u.s

KRT

Actress Lauren Tom was honored April 10 by Columbia's ~<>enter
for Asian Arts and Media at the Chicago Asian American
·
Showcase for her work in film, television and theater.

Educating Artist~ for the 21st Century
'

The Center for Teaching Excellence and the New Millennium Studies I First-Year Seminar Teaching
Academyirwite all,Columbia College Chicago Students, Facuity, and Staff to a conversation~ with
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John FrQhnmayer is a self-confessed "arts warrior" and radical defender'of
First Amendment.
,..., the
'
John Frohnmayer is also an accomplished tria/lawyer, educator, 'tnd singer.
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Voices of legends resurface
0 Center for Black Music Research receives Grammy Foundation grant
By Rebecca Parsons
Copy Edtor
Stevie Wonder. Isaac Hayes.
Nina Simone. These are just a few
of the artists whom journalist Sue
Cassidy Clark was fortun ate
enough to interview in the late
1960s and 1970s during her
career as a photojournalist for
Rolling Stone and other music
publications.
Now the recordings of these
interviews, along with nearly 100
others. will be featured in the Sue
Cassidy Clark Collection at
Columbia's Center for Black
Music Research in the Wabash
Campus Bui lding, 623 S.
Wabash .. Thanks to a $19,000
grant
from
T he
Grammy
Foundation Grants Program, this
collection of more than 130 cassette-taped interviews wi ll be preserved, cataloged and digi tized
for maximum exposure to students, musicologists and the public.
Rosita Sands, d irector of the
Center for Black Music Research,
is excited about bringing the S ue
Cassidy C lark Collection to the
public through the C BMR and the
grant
from
The
Grammy
Foundation.
"This grant will help us to document an American popul ar
music tradition of soul music
from a very impo rtant ti me era in
the history of American music,"
Sands said. " We know these
artists from their music and their
songs, but most of them did not
write a book, so we are excited
about havi ng this opportunity to
preserve thi s o ra l h is to ry and

make it widely accessible."
Although the CBMR is a
research unit of Columbia, it is
also a 50lc3 non-profit institution, which means that it primarily relies on donation-based funding to support its many projects,
performances, conferences and
research initiatives.
"The grant gives us the cash we
need to make the collection accessi ble and digital," said Morris
Phibbs, assistant director for
development and outreach. "We
would not be able to do this without the grant from the Grammy
Foundation."
The G rammy Foundation
awarded nearly $600,000 in
grants this year to 19 musical and
educational institutions to aid in
music research and arc hi val and
preservatio n projects. The foundation's grants program uses
mo ney from "T he Recording
Academy to help fund organizations, institutions and ind ividuals
that aim to preserve music and
recorded sound for the American
publ ic. Grants also help fund
research projects that study music
therapy.
"The Center for Black Music
Research at Columbia ... was
selected for its renowned work in
music research and commitment
to preserving unique recording
projects," said Neil Port now,
president o f The G ram my
Fou ndation and The Recordi ng
Academy.
He said the stories behind the
music hold a special value, and
this aspect of the Sue Cassidy
C lark Collection was an impor-

tant consideration in the selection
process.
··we feel these diverse collections of imerviews with legendary
soul musicians like Jerry Butler.
AI Green. G lad ys Knight,
Smo key Robinson and others will
be a tremendous asset to the
C BMR and the public for years to
come," Portnow said.
The collection's digital conversion process will s tart during the
summer or fall of this year. and
wi II take about a year to complete. As is the case with all
CBMR material s, the Sue Cassidy
C lark Collection will be available
as on-s ite re ference material,
which means it cannot be taken
out of the library.
"The tapes wi ll be converted
into digital recordings, which
will be accessible to hear on
computer and CDs, and the collection wi ll be logged on paper
and stored on hard drive fi les,"
said Suzanne Flandreau, CB MR
librarian and archivist. "Audio
cassettes inevitably degenerate ,
so this digitalization process will
preserve the collection permanently."
Sands said she thinks the Sue
Cassidy Clark Collection will
give the publ ic a glimpse imo the
minds of the fea tured music ians,
whom she described as "classic
artists whose music has stood the
test of time."
"Whether you are a music student o r just a person who has a
favorite artist like Aretha
Frankli n, there's a lot to be
learned from this collection,"
Sands said. "You can hear about

FJim Cominuedfrom From Page
e Brasi/eiro(God is Brazilian). The film was ter's budget in the form of cash, space and
directed by Carlos Diegues. who will also be interns. Vargas said the center's total budget
recei ving the 2005 Gloria Lifetime is $!.6 million, while the fi lm fest constitutes
Achievement Award from the Latino about $!.2 million of that figure.
Cultural Center.
There are currently only four employees
But the special events weren't always part worki ng on the C hicago Latino Fi lm
of the festival. Pepe Vargas, founder and Festival and the rest are volunteers. Hector
executive director of the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Barriga, a graduate student
Chicago Latino Film
"Filmmakers r eally
fro m Champaign and a volFestival, said the it began accom plish their dream unteer for the Latino
by projecting only a few
by makin g a film t hey Cultural
Center,
said
films o n a wall for a small fantasize a b o u t. I Jearn although he's behind the
audience. Today, about to d ream working w i th scenes, he's excited about
30,000 people attend.
t hose fi lmmaker s, so m y, working with the festival.
"fhe film festival pro- m ovie would be t o build
" I get to meet different
• this c e nter.''
people and learn new
gressed when I suggested
things," Barriga said. "And
we show the films with
English sub-titles," Vargas
if I don't have a fu ll-time job
said. "because to me, the - Pepe Vargas, founder by the next festival, I will
films were for everyone. and executive director of volunteer again."
not just for Latinos."
the Chicago Latino Film
With the help of volunVargas was born in a
Festival
teers and devoted workers,
Vargas now plans to expand
small town in Colombia
He left Colombia at an early age to pursue the International Cultural Center with workhis education. Through his extensive travel- shops. programs and classes for adults, sening through many Latin American countries, iors and children for the Latino culture as a
Vargas' scrutiny of the Latino cultures whole.
attracted him to the United State>. where he
··I'm sort of crazy," Vargas said. ··aut it's
attended Columbia as a broadcast journal- my greatest challenge to build a majestic
place where we can be connected. Where one
ism maJOr.
"I was working as a taXI dnver while tak- country is no better than the other because
ing 20 credits during nt) senior year at the beauty o f being d1fferent is vibrant."
Columb1a." Vargas said.
And with the success of the Chicago
Through his devot ion to Latino culture, Latino Fi lm festival Vargas said his dream
the Latino Film Fe!>tival has evolved. The will become a reality.
International Latino Cultural Center has pro"Filmmakers reall y accomplish their
duced more than 50 cu ltural events, includ- dream by making a film they fantasize
ing comedy s hO\\>. concert> and theater.
about," Vargas said. "I learn to dream \\Ork"\Vhen we >hare who \\C ILaunosJ are. ing With those filmmakers, so my mov1e
then people will look into our eye> and not would be to build this center."
down on us:· Vargas said. "The \\Orld is not
The celebration tickets range in price
too used to seeing us at a h1gher level."
from S40 ro S65, while the tickets for the
Since !987. Columbia has worked with films cost S8 to $10. For more illjormmion
the Latino Cultural Center to organize events visit www.latinorculturalcelller.org or call
like the film festival, Vargas said. Columbia (312) 431 -1330.
provides 8 percent to !0 percent of the cen-

Jerry ''The Ice Man" Butler is one of the more than 100 musicians whose recorded interviews can be found at the Center for
Black Music Research as part of the Sue Cassidy Clark
Collection. This photo is one of many taken by Clark during her
career as a photojournalist.
thei r struggles , their influences,
or what they were thinking when
they wrote a particular song. It is
critical fo r students today to know
about what happened before hiphop and who inspired the later
genres of music."
T he staff and supporters of
CBMR hope the Sue Cassidy
C lark Collection will put a needed spotlight on the center, wh ich
has been a sort of hidden gem at
Col umbia since it opened for
research in !992.
''There isn' t any other organization like CBMR in the world
because we deal with all music in
the black culture and African
diaspora; so no matter what
genre, era, or part of the world the

music is from. a person can find
something they like [at CB MRJ,"
said Phibbs. " We think this collection will be an added attraction
to CBMR for Columbia and its
community, for Chicago and for
music scholars and aficionados
across the world."
The Center for Black Music
Research boasts a c'ollection of
about 10,000 sound recordings.
4,000 music titles, 800 academic
dissertations, and 4,000 literature
volumes. The library also has an
archival manuscript collection.
whi ch includes personal and professional documents of musicians, composers. scholars and
journalists, along with self-published scores by black composers.
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Gmt1ing Continuedfrom Front Page
Carter, as well as the board of Bartoni said the government
trustees, has openly supported the has no input on the major itself.
major, which will combine classes
Supporters of the major are
from the Interactive Multimedia hoping for a fall 2005 debut,
and Academic Computing depart- and after the vote, the council
ments, as well as adding original erupted in applause.
courses.
The meeting also stirred up
At the April 8 faculty convoca- controversy concerning a prolion, Carter said he would deli- posed student center. Student repnitely grant his approval to the resentatives Nathan Gabbard and
video game design major.
Lauren McLain asked the council
Wade Roberts. program direc- for its support in making the push
tor of the Interactive Multimedia for a student center the top prioriDepartment and . - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ty for the Student
long time supGovernment
porter of the
"I very mo.ch support Association and
major, told The this proposal. .. .We are the
Student
Chronicle
in
at the cusp."
·Organizati o n
January that gamC o u n c i I .
ing industry pro- - Keith K.ostecka, pres- Discussions on
had ident of the Organized the topic were
fessionals
input on the direcFaculty of Columbia heated, and the
tion that the major
council motioned
would take.
College.
to postpone fur"We had some
ther discussion to
the May 6 counoutsiders, some
professionals involved in the cil meeting.
Bonnie Brooks, chair of the
game industry. who sat in on a
couple of meetings with us to kind Dance Depa rtment, said that
of advise us," Roberts said. "They she needs more information
gave us witness and testament that before she full y supports the
we are on the right track."
center.
Bartoni also said the college
" All of us are deeply sensireceived a grant from the U.S. ti ve to this issue," Brooks said .
Department
of
Homeland "But we feel like we need a lot
Security to fund possible work on more information."
a crisis simulation video game.

Conversation c01uinuettJrom From Page
dent center within the next yearand-a-half to two years.
This purported $9 million
fundraising milestone comes just
after the department severely
altered its direct fundraising activities. When Ross was hired in
October 2003 to reduce the college's dependence on tuition dollars, he outlined a strategy for raising funds that put more emphasis
on cultivating individual relationships with prospective donors than
on drawing directly from fundraising events.
The highest profile program of
the Institutional Advancement's
culti vatio n mission is the
"Conversations in the Arts: Up
Close With" series, which closes
out this year with an appearance
by famed actress Mary Tyler
Moore. These events do not show
a profit, with costs for the event
exceeding the income.
Rather, the aim of the series is to
draw in wealthy donors who
desire to meet celebrity guests.
This and other events on the
Institutional Advancement docket
are aimed at inspiring "constituent
relations" and building a "global
institutional marketing plan that
will positively affect philanthropy." In other words, the goal is to
get celebrity guests to help open
up the pocketbooks of alumni,
students and faculty.
In this cultivation mission,
everyone affiliated with Columbia
is considered a possible constituent. For example, board of
trustee members are charged with
bringing in at least a $5,000 gi ft to
the ~ehool. However, the Up Clo11e
With seriet is designed to draw in
donors from outside the college
community.
ROM stopped short of crediting
lite Up Clote With &erie& with the
rcunt uptur,e in gifts to the col·

ltje.
"Up Cf~M,With, fn lin Indirect

w1y, hat helped," he •aid. " It it
rot IOI'IIetlllnJ yotJ cin measure in
IM ""-"'*'t,''
Tho Up CkM With aerlet h11
n 'lured for 1 MWtld Nl80n,

with a list of possible guests that where Andrews was a celebrity
Targeting individual donors is a
fundraising method that Ross
includes former president Bill guest speaker.
Clinton, Sophia Loren. James Earl
Suzanne English. director of brought with him from St.
Jones (who bowed out of this media relations at St. Bonaventure Bonaventure--along with a good
year's series due to a scheduling University, said, from what she chunk of his revamped Institutional
recalls. Andrews' visit on March Advancement management team.
conflict), and Julie Andrews.
Andrews is the only celebrity 26, 2003, was a nice event with a Two of the four executives hired in
"booked, signed and sealed" for the lot of positive press, although she February 2003, Boyette and John
second season. She is slated to was unable to say if the event was Hostler, worked there with Ross.
It is a method that he
appear
at
believes was sorely
Columbia
on
November
needed at Columbia.
17,
"What Columbia
2005. a date that
was doi ng for a
coincides with the
long time was
lOth anniversary
fundraising, like,
of Columbia's
President's Club,
' Hey, let's throw
this event and invite
a guild reserved
for donors who
lots of people and
give upwards of
hope to make some
$500 to the colmoney,"' Ross said.
lege. If Clinton
"Now Columbia
signs on, he will
College and the
be the first presiboard are into
dent to make an
development."
appearance
at
But Ross said the
Columbia.
college is moving
Right now, the
toward developing
profitability of
long-term relationthe event can't be
ships with individumeasured.
als who have the
" We are not
capacity to make
looki ng to raise
substantial gifts to
any funds from
the college.
the event itself,
"The school has
but to tie people
not
done
the
to
Columbia
world's greatest job
College through
of
cultivating."
[the speakers!."
KRT Ross said. "A lot of
Nelson Boyette. Actress Mary Tyler Moore speaks at the final Conversations people hnve. in the
executive direc- In the Arts presentation of the school year on April 15.
past, been asked to
tor of constituent
give $50 when in
relations said during a November considered u success by the school. reality they huve the cupubility to
interview.
Since Ross' dcpurture from St. giveupto$1 million. Nowweurc
Estimates for guest-speaker fees Bonu venture, the school's mediu trying to bring in individuuls with
ran11e between $40,000 and relations und udvunccmcnt deport· financial cupltul und Interest in the
$75',000, but Ros~ Is workin11 to ments huve merged into one entity. university."
have the event underwritten by
This and other events on the
Some direct results of the devel·
local bu•inesses and foundutiona. Institutional Advancement 's dock· opmcnt method or fundralslna.
He said his goal is to make the Up ct ure oimed ut insplrina "con· Include establlshlna u $!10,000
ClotlC With seriet self-•ufficicnt by "ltuent relations'' nnd bulldlna u scholarship and enllstina 22 new
2006.
"alobul Institutional murkctlna President'• Club members.
Durfua his time at St. plun that will j)(J8Itlvcly Mf'fcct phi·
A mi\)or goal of lnMthutlonal
Bonovcnturc University-where lanthropy." In other words, the Ac.lvancement i1 to aet Columbl•
he Wtltked M vice president for aual I• to act celebrity auests to Into people'S wills. ROlls said he Ia
lldvancer!l41nt, u •mall colleae in help open up the pocketbooks
detcrmlneld to •ccure "planned
IIOOthweet Ne~w Yurk illte, Ru.. wealthy alumni, ltudcmts, raculty, alvin&" (1)1' the c:olleae by ilettlna
tart
1nd
phllanthropiltl.
held similar events, lntltldlna ""'
up
permanent
entlllWnlent

or

through wealthy donors and
become the beneficiary of individual estates.
Drawing revenue from gifts and
bequests is not uncommon in college fundraising. The Chronicle
of Higher Education, ~ induStry
publication, pubHshes a I'Cri<i'die
list of gifts and bequests given to
colleges across the nation. A
December 2004 report details a
$44 million gift from Bill and Dee
Brehm for the establishment of a
Type I diabetes research center at
the University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor, and a $5 million gift from
Dick and Carole Cline to create
the Center for Study of
Democratic Governance to the
University of Illinois Foundation,
among others.
"The key to fundraising is in cultivating the individual," Ross said.
"Once you do that there is no end to
what they will invest money in."
Ross hopes to tum this fundraising method into the backbone for
the proposed student center capital
campaign.
"There has never, ever been a
successful capital campaign at
Columbia," Ross said. "The first
one is always the hardest."
The changes in Institutional
Advancement, both in its stalling
nnd methods, have sparked rum·
blings in the Columbin community thnt the school is altering it~
direction. For a college once
known as 11 family institution run
by the Alcxundroffs-Columbia·~
founder
Mirron
"Mik~"
Alexundrotl' is the namesake of
the 600 S. Michigan Ave. builo.l
ing-lt hus seen, durina the past
decude. two difl'ertnt p!'eSident~.
five now vi1..'C prealdtnts and a
slew or deans and chairpenons.
But Ross dl •a~ that th
direction of the ~'UIIeae '"
chanaed.
"I dun 't think that the tulle~

has ehanaed Itt ml lt)ft, I ttllnk
they found betttt WlYI to lmplt
ment t~lr mlulon,'' lt0111 ald. "I
ttlInk I wu bfoqht In
th
1.'01lqe htd a
IMt It
tu h•nat the •. tllh
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Ray
Bradbury
Story Week Epilogue:

DaY

• .. .for more I han six cJ!]c<Jdes. Ray Bracil>ury.
an Jllmots naltve. has delighted and clwl/enged
readers and critics with his Imagination.
creattvtty and cultural commentary.-

Richard M. Daley,
MAYOR OF TH E CITY OF CHICAGO

Presented by the Fiction Writing Department

(from his Proclamation of April 18. 2005

as RAY BRADBU RY DAY IN CH ICAGO)

Free and open to the public

Sarn We!l!"r

Donna Seaman

"This is my life! It's as
if somehow Sam Weller
slipped into my skin and my
head and my heart- it's all
here."
Ray Bradbury,

on The Bradbury Chronicles

Columbia

~

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

Tilis program is made possi~le in part by a grant from
the Illinois >,rts Coundl, a state agency. Story Week i s
sponsored In part by the Chicago Puh~c Ubrary and the

Ctlkagp Deparlment or Cuhural Altai,...
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Portables

iBook 12"

14"

PowerBook G4 12"

15"

17"

frnt~~S1.199

Mac Mini

iMacGS

from 5~79

from Sl.l'W

'?

~/'

iPod shuffle

iPod

iPod mini

iPod photo

from $99

from $269

from $179

from $31~

•

62.3 S WJbash, ')uite 205
3'12.344.8MAC
http://colum.edu/;;pplestor E:

www.apple.com/ ed uc ati on/ store/
(800) MY.. J\PPLE
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The School ofLiberal Arts and Sciences and the Centerfor Teaching Excellence,
in partnership with the Departments ofLiberal Education and English, present

OUTH
FILM NIGHTS

& THE SHARING CULTURES
ENRICHMENT SERIES
ALL E VENT S WILL TAK E PLACE IN CO LLINS HALL, 624

S. MI C HIGAN , ROOM 602 AND ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC .

MONDAY, APRIL 4, 2005 7:00P.M.
Screening of " Witness Against Apartheid' (1987) & 'Last Grave at Dimbaza' (1975).
Classic Anti-Apartheid Documentary. Introduced by Prexy Nesbitt.

THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 2005 5:00P.M.
Going To Graceland: The Art Of Creative Collaboration.
Dr. David Krause will examine the cross-cultural musical collaboration between Paul Simon and a number of South
African artists, notably Ladysmith Black Mambazo, in the GRACELAND album (1986).
Sharing Hip Hop Cultures: A Place Where Global Black Youth Meet.
Dr. Stephanie Shonekan, Professor of Humanities and Cultural Studies will explore the cultural space shared by
African and African American hip hop artists and listeners.

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 2005 5:00P.M.
History, Memory & Story In Post-Apartheid South Africa.
In 1994 South African History began anew, political apartheid was over, but the artifacts and ghosts of this racist
system remain. How are the people of South Africa dealing with their memories, their stories, whose stories, whose
pain, t heir public & private monuments? Lisa Brock, Chairperson of Liberal Education and historian of Southern
Africa and Jeff Spitz, Professor & documentary film-maker, will address these questions in film, sound, & visual
presentations. Light reception following the presentations.

MONDAY, APRIL 18, 2005 7:00P.M.
Screening of "Dry White Season" (1989) starring Donald Sutherland.
A commercial film in which a white middle class South African faces aparthe id. Introduced by Prexy Nesbitt.

THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 2005 5:00P.M.
Sharing Cultures: Personal Revelation, Pedagogical Realization and the hope for Political Revolution.
Sharing Cultures is a collaborative teaching project between Columbia College Chicago and Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth, South Africa. In this presentation the teaching team from Colu mbia College
Chicago will share reflections on the project as an impetus for cha nge with respect to the perception and location
of power.

MONDAY, MAY 2, 2005 7:00P.M.
Screening of "Amandla: Revolution In Four Part Harmony" (2002}.
A moving documentary on music in the struggle. Introduced by Dr. Lisa Brock.

MONDAY, MAY 16, 2005 7:00P.M.
Screening of "State of Denial (2003) & "The Sky In Her Eyes" (2002).
Moving documentaries on Aids in South Africa. Introduced by Funeka SihlalijDr Hyman Rochman.
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Briefs from colleges
across the country
Ge nd er rights prompt
ca mpus conve rsions
University of Maryland offi cial s arc implement ing plans
for transgcndcr students and
faculty, whic h includes amending Resident Life polic ies, educating the campus community
and adding at least one unisex
bathroom in each uni versity
bui lding.
On
Marc h
14,
UM D
President Dan Mote announced
via e-mail that the university
wo uld interpret the Human
Relations Code- the un iversity's primary docum ent co ncerning issues of protection for
dive rsity- to protect transgendered individuals. A result of
the change is that now transge nde r
indi vid ual s
who
encounter abuse will be able to
fil e a formal grievance report
specifically on the grounds of
gender identity and expression,
said Rob Walters, associate
vice president for acade mic
affairs and special assistant to
the president for diversity.
Resident Life is also trying to
fi nd bathrooms in the dorms
that could eas ily be converted
and offer more pri vacy to individual s who need it, said Jan
Dav id son , assoc iate director
for Residen t Li fe at UM D.
Existing bathroom s ig ns

wou ld be changed to exclude
male and fema le figures, and
locks wou ld be added to ens ure
pri vacy.
Resident Life will also draft
a po licy that form al izes it 's
procedures for dealing wit h
tran sge ndered students who
want more privacy in their living quarters, Davidson sa id .
So fa r, Resident Life has
never had a transgendered student approach them with concerns or a request for special
housing, Dav idson sa id .
Efforts to educate the campus
are also underway. The
Rainbow Te rrapin Tra in ing
Network, under the LGBT
office, will bring speakers to
talk about the ir experiences to
educate the ca mpus on transgender issues.

Reality cbeck, from war
to video game
A team of sc ientists at the
University
of
Southern
California Institute for C reative
Technologies is convert ing an
Xbox game into a treatment for
soldiers returning fro m Iraq
who su ffer from post-traumatic
stress d isorder.
The game, Full Spectrum
Warrior, was designed by scienti sts to train soldiers for combat in urban areas, helping

Showing strength

AP

At the invitation of the dtsabled student's association at the
UniVerstty of Flonda tn Gatnesvtlle, Keith Detth, from
Ontano Canad'.l demonstrated his wheelchair abthhos
wtth a t;alf-ptpo r~rnp on campuo; Deith was paralywd In
a rnoturcyr)o 'JU,III•m t Uuw1 yoetr<; tJyl)

them prepare for war from the
comfort of a couch.
FSW was designed in tandem
with the Army 's Infantry
Schoo l at Fort Benning, Ga., as
part of a $ 100 million, fiveyear contract awarded by the
Army in November.
By taking the virtual environments created for the game,
researchers are deve loping a
method of slow ly exposing soldiers to the stimuli that create
s tress.
In a psychological study used
by the scientists, events such as
killing an enemy, seeing a fe llow soldier die o r rece iving
enemy fire are some of the scenarios used to create post-traumatic stress.
The research stemmed fro m
hig h rate s of occurrence, as
many so ldiers exhibit symptoms of deterio rating mental
health a fter serving in combat.
About two of every 10 soldie rs
who return from fig hting in
Iraq show sympto ms of anxiety, depression
or
Post
Traumatic Stress D isorder,
according to the New England
Journal of Medicine.
With the help of a trained
psycho logist, soldiers will
gradually be re-exposed to the
events that caused their anxiety. This is similar to the treatment fo r other anxieties , where
a patient is exposed to what
they fear in a controlled environment.

Keg registration
required to party
A recently proposed ordinance in Madison , Wis., would
require liquor stores to keep
records following the sale of a
keg, fo rci ng customers to complete paperwork documenting
the location of the party and
vow ing only people of legal
age will drink from the keg.
If the ordi nance passes, identification tags will be attached
to all kegs so ld in Madison.
The identification tags wil l li st
where and when the keg was
pu rchased and display a warning stating that it is illegal to
remove the tag .
A ldcrman Mike Vcrvecr said
he disagrees with the keg ord inance because it leaves room
for abuse by the Madi son
Police Department, adding the
MI'O could potentially go into
liquor stores a nd usc the form s
to lind house parties.
Ilo wcvcr, Vcrvecr sai d he
believes th e MI' D docs not curre ntl y have a diffi c ult time
locat ing ho use parties or prosecut ing those who host the pa rtics.
Un1 vcrsi ty of Wisco nsin se n·
ior Muurccn Tinl ey su id she
a lso disug recs with the onliIHincc becuuse she believes
n1 o1c ~ tud c n t s wi ll purcltusc
hull! 1iqu111 und CIISCS of heel.
" II h u~ p11tc nt iul jlo ~ top
hou 'c iJII III C, j," lllilcy ' 111d
" !lui whcu Y"" Wil li! lo hu vc 11
p111t y, you hu vt· 11 nud du 11 nn y

Wil Y'
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Sloppy speech

AP

Conservative commentator and former presidential candidate Pat Buchanan was drenched in salad dre~stng
after a man rushed the podium and hurled tt ,at
Buchanan when he was speaking at Western Mtchtgan
University in Kalamazoo. Nearly 900 students ~tt~nded
the speech, which ended early because of the tnctdent.
Also, because the ordinance
would only apply to the city of
Madison, students could purc hase kegs in nearby suburbs,
Tinley said.
The ordinance , which must
pass through several committees before being heard by the
city counc il again, is likely to
pass, according to Vervecr.

Grass UP. and go, th e
" g reener" a pproach
Iowa
State
Un iversity
researchers said they fou nd a
new source o f alternat ive
fue l- and it can be fou nd in
so ut h ce ntra l Iowa.
Robert Brown, professor of
mec hanical engineering and
director o f the Center for
S ustainab le
Envi ronmental
Techno logies, said he and his
tcum urc working to improve
the pro cess of turn ing lowu
pru iric gruss int o u uscub lc fu e l
iu the form or hydrogen gus.
Brown und his tcum were
nwnrcled u $ t million grunt
th ree ycurs Uiju to hel p with
th eir rescnrch.
Thmugh "gusilicutinn," gruss
IS COII VCrtccl l'nHII ll so li<lllltlle•
11111 IIIl O II cumbustihk )\liS 1111d
l' tiiii i\11111UUitS Ute

I CIHl)V{'d

tn

III CICIISC the 111111)11111 ll f hydlll•
sui d Jc11HI S ui<'C IIk, project

!!''"·

manager and associate scientist
at the Center for Sustainable
Environmental Technologies.
Companies interested in the
research inc lude C hevronTexaco,
Roll s-Royce
and
British Petroleum.
T he estimated cost for a kilogram of hyd rogen- which is
equal to a gallon of gas -is
expected to be $2.90 in 201 0,
dropping to $2.60 in 2020,
Brown said.
H2Gen is a company developing a modular fuel processor.
whid1 could convert grass into
hydrogen li1e l at a gas station.
People will be able to fill up
their tanks with gas made onsite if their vclu cle operates o n
n fuel cdl engine, said Jo hn
Reardon, c hief technol ogy ofl'icc r of frontl ine Biocnergy.
Aside from tht• c~o n omic
benefits. fud t'C ll l'llrs nrc bet·
tcr for the l'nvironnwn t.
l lyd rogen-powert•d vchil'lt•s
do not produce sn10g nmt only
cn1it wnter mto the uir. Rt•nrd,lll
suid.
Brown Slllll if h ydrol!<'ll bnscd l!llS rcplnccd even 15 per·
cent of the nnlion 's gns snlcs, tl
1\'llultl re1htt'c U.S. tlepc ndcn~c
tbr oil thun other ~ountrics .
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Victory gives hope to the have-nots
0 Program changes on ESPN and campaign initiatives help roll NCAA women's basketball onto center court
By Kathleen Nelson
KRT

build a program and g ive you the
resources ," said Baylor coach
Kim Mulkey- Robertson, who
took over a team that finished 720 the season before her arrival.
"Second ly, you better go hire a
staff that will roll their sleeves
up and make you look good and
understa nd what you have to do
in recruiting to go out and build.
You can' t go out after the
Mc Donald's All-A meri cans. You
got to go after sleepers and beat
the bushes a nd find players."
A ll-American forward Sophia

Yo ung is a case in point. A nati ve
of St. Vincent, West Indies,
Young played high school basThe 2005 women 's Fina l Four
ketball in Louisiana and caught
the attentio n o f the father o f
co uld be reme mbered as a definof
Jenn ifer Ro berts, one
ing moment in shaping the idenMulkey-Robertson's assistants.
tity of wome n's college baske tThey took a look and signed her
ball. The team s in the final broke
the mold of trad itional powe rs
befo re anyo ne had a c hance.
Young is an e xceptio n on the
taking center s tage, while the
Baylor roster. whe re I I o f the 14
powers behind the scene worked
to give the women 's tournament
players are fro m Texas . She
an ide ntity more di st inguis hable
scored 26 points in the title game
fro m the men.
and was named the tournament's
Miss ing fro m the cham pimost val uable player.
" We just won a
o nship game on April 5
were Te nnessee and
champinatio nal
Connecticut, e ither o f
onship with not one
kid on the roster that
w hich had won eight of
the past 10 wo men 's
was recruited by the
NCAA Tourname nts. In
powers
that
be.''
their places were Baylo r
M u I k ey- Robertson
a nd M ichigan State, two
said. "And that gives
teams reborn j ust five
ho pe to all o f us that
are trying to bu ild a
years ago and on parallel pa ths of success.
program."
Given the two teams '
Young is a j unior.
whic h
means · the
abi li ty to co me back
from big deficits, the
Bears have the potential to ret urn to the
biggest disappo intment
· o f the women 's Fi nal
Final Fo ur next year in
Boston.
MulkeyFour was the ease with
which Bay lo r hand led
Ro bertso n
hedged
the Spartans in an 84-62
when asked w hether
victory. Sti ll , the road to
Bay lor would be the
prominence
only
next dynast y.
appears easy.
"No. m an. I live
"You better be at a
day-to-day," she said.
"Th is profession. it
school that has a n athletic director a nd an
wears o n you. I love
admi nistration that wi ll Michigan Sta te's Kristin Haynie, le ft , tries for the what I do. I ha ve a pasg i ve you w hat you want steal against Baylor's Soph ia Young during the sio n for wha t I do. We
them to give you, most first ha lf of the NCAA women's c h ampionsh ip have a lot of young
importa ntl y time to gam e April 5, in Indianapolis.
p layers. We only lose

Baylor basketball fans cheer as they watch , on television,
Baylor defeat Michigan State 84-62 to w in the NCAA women's
championship on April 5.
three seni ors. two of those get
significant time, but we have a
returning nucleus o f players that
are n't going to go away, a nd they
sure did like the way it felt when
that buzzer went off."
With new faces on the court
comes a new identity for the
tournament. Afte r years of li ving
in the shadow of the men's tournament , the NCAA women 's
basketball com mittee has tried to
establi sh a model for success
distinct from the men. Among
the cha nges they have made are:
moving the women's selection
show to Monday from Sunday
avoi ds the poss ibili ty tha t
ES PN 's other programming will
run overtime, whi ch it tias in the
pas t few years. and gives the
women a night on which they' ll
have no basketball competitio n.
Sue Donohoe of the women's
basketball committee noted that
the move was the idea of ESPN,
which broadcas ts a ll o f the
women's tournament games.

"When your partner says, 'Let us
take this and le t us give it the
exposure that it needs,' that's
when the committee felt like.
'Let's take that step,' said
Do nohoe.
Launching a "branding initiative," Donohoe sai d the
committee polled players.
coaches and fans, asking them.
·'Tell us what makes women's
basketball un ique. wh at s~ t s
wo m en 's basketball aside ."
They identified sportsmanship.
ro le
models.
com muni ty
involvement a nd fundamental
p lay, then passed a long th at
message to coaches a t all levels.
"We asked them to take part
in de li ver ing tha t message. so
th at hopefull y we can bu ild
some eq uity in o ur brand and
we can distinguish ourse l ves in
th e ma rketp lace." Donohoe
sa id . "Certainly o ur measurable ou tco me fo r that will be
I increased] attendance ."

Summer Financial Aid
All Stude nts attending the 2 005 sum m er se m este r a nd int e rs t e d in
s ummer financial a id s h o uld complete a n Online Summer Financial
Aid Appliction.
•

Applications will be available April4, 2005 at
www .colum.edu/sfs

• The deadline will be June 1, 2005.
•

You w ill be notified by email of your summer
fi nancial aid eligibility.

•

Don ' t delay! Some aid is available on a flrst come
first .serve basis.

Fo r more fi nancial aid informati on visit:
Student Financial Services at www .colum.edu/sfs
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Serene countryside home to teen meth addicts
0 Methamphetami ne a growing problem among teens in Midwest, steadily replacing marijuana, according to experts
~~

Melissa Alexander

They sit at a cafetcna table, gosand snacking during a
school field trip.
" Have you seen him? lias he
ga ined the weight back'!" one girl
asks.
"Yeah. he looked so good."
rcplic.' another from across the
table. " llis c hecks filled in.''
It's no casu.alluncht1me conversation. The teen they're talking
about is a recovenng methamphetamine add1c1.
Wh1 le the methamphetamine
ep1dern ic ha' o fte n been ""'x:iated with drug lab> h1ddcn away 111
the country>ide. today's u>ers frequently defy that 1mage. whether
they arc urban profelololona), or
~ uburban homemakers.
Minnesot a halo been dealing
With all of the alx>ve and IS home
to another s<:ary trend : llcre. many
young people and experts who
monitor drug u:,e agree that rneth
is "tead1ly replacing marijuana as
the teenage drug of choice.
" Meth is the th111g. It\ what
everybody want" to do.'' said
Alllhony. a 17-year-old student at
Sobriety lligh Schcx>l in St. Paul
who lirst tried rncth <II age 13 and
has been in recovery si nce he
overdosed last summer. lie and
other s tude nts from a lternative
learning programs were a llowed to
speak on the condition that their
last names not be used .
"Meth is an oddball 111 that
way.'' said C aleb Ba nta-Green. an
epide miologist at the University of
Washington\ Alcoho l & Drug
Abuse Institute. "You never know
where it's going to hit."
When it docs. it often hits hard .
~iping

In Nebraska. two 20-year-olds
who were high on rneth froze to
death after getting lost in a snowstorm in January. And in Oregon,
officials recently reported that
meth is now second only to marijuana as the drug that sends the
most teens to treatment in that
state.

Learning Center 111 Maplewood.
Already in Minnesota. a fifth of
addicts who entered drug treatment for meth use last year were
younger than 18. according to
Carol Falkowski , director of
researc h commun ications at the
no nprofit Hazelden Foundation.
which tracks the state's drug tre nds
for the National Institute o n Drug
Abuse.
I low teens get methamphetamine varies. Sometimes. they said.
fnends or relatives get them 111to 11.
And a few said they eventually
leamed how to make the drug
thcrn~el ves.

Knst1n. a 17-year-old student at
llarrnony. tned rneth a l1ttle more
than a year ago while smoking pot
111 a fnend's basement. whi le the
fnend·~ parents slept up>tatrs.
" I lave you ever tncd ·crystal'?"
the friend a;ked. bnngmg out crystal methamphetamine and a small
gla;s pipe that ~orne refer to as a
"bubble."
S he hadn't tried it. but to ld her
lne nds otherwise: " I satd. 'Yeah·
and JU>t went along "ith 11."
She said the reasons teens arc
attracted to me th are many. from a
wish to lo>e weight to the euphorIC feelin g u>crs get when they first
take the drug.
" I JUSt fdt in vi ncible," >aid
Summers. a 15-ycar-old >tudent at
llarmony. "ho got her ti rst hit o f
rneth at age 13 from a fnend's
drug-dealing older brother. "You
feel like you're better or >tronger
than everybody."
L1ke Kmtm, ~he >mokcd the
drug. wh1c h can be inJected. snorted or taken orally. She quickly
became so hooked that .. , r ll fell o n
the c hatr. I'd hck it o ff."

AP

Kris tin, 17, a junior at
Harmony Alternative Learning
Center, talks with a friend at
Green Acres park in Minn.
Kristin firs t tried methamphetamine at age 16.
Nebraska and Oregon are
among the nearly two dozen states
that have entrenched meth problems, most of them in the West and
Midwest. according to state-byadvisories
the
Dru g
state
Enforcement
Administration
released this year. " It's here and
it 's ravaging our kids," said Dave
Ettesvold, a drug counselor at two
high schools in the St. Pau l area.
including Harmony Alternative
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It didn't take long for the effects
to rum ugly.
" I'd look in the mirror and my
face would look yellow. I'd say, ' I
gotta stop for a while or my morn
will find out.'" Summers said,
recalling how her morn cried when
she finally figured out what was
going on. Her mother had asked if
she was doing meth but, until she
was in rehab, Summers never
admitted it.
The physical effects of methamphetamine use are often jarring.
One ju venile court counselor
still carries teeth that a young rneth
user gave to her to show other
teens who might be considering
taking the drug. "Her teeth literally fell o ut on my desk when she
was talking to me one day." said
Beverly Roche. who was working
with the juvenile drug court in
Minne>ota's Dodge County,
southeast of the Twin Cities, a t the
time.
Bettylu, an 18-year-old student

at Harmony, was scared into quitting the drug after watching her
o lder. meth-using sister become
violent.
"If you keep using it, there will
be no responsibility left," Bettylu
said.
Many Minnesotans are pinning
their hopes on a proposed law that
would make it difficult for anyone
to buy large quantities of cold
medicine that contains pseudoephedrine, a main ingredient in
meth. A few states, including
Oklahoma and Illinois, have
already passed such laws.
Spencer. a 15-year-o ld from St.
Paul who is currently in rehab for
meth and cocai ne use, thinks the
proposal would be a good start.
But as one who has relapsed and
returned to drug use several times
in his sho rt life. he knows how
tough it can be to battle rneth .
"It's going to be hard to get rid
of it," he said. sha king his head .
"Really hard ."

AP

A drug counselor holds a "bubble" pipe used for smoking
crystal meth, which he found for sale at a gas station near the
Harmony Alternative Learning Center in Maplewood, Minn.
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Backstreet's
whack

BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
when I was younger. Strange, I
know.)
As a backup plan (in case I got
bored with acting), I figured I'd
just be a rock star. I sat in my
uncle's music room, staring at
the television watching MTV for
hours on end, and begging to
play one of his guitars.
But when I got into junior high
and started to think more realistically, I knew I wanted to do
something that involved writing.
Writing about famous people I
got to meet would have been a
plus, but it wasn't a requirement.
Eventually, I realized this was
more likely (and a lot easier)
than I thought.
Before starting college, I knew
for sure I'd be able to tour with
any rock band to chronicle their
antics or go to any film set and
flash a press pass to interview
the leading characters. I imagined meeting people like Brad
Pitt or Angelina Jolie for lunch to
talk about their new films, and,
most of all, catch up on old
times.
To say the least, I was delusional. I had no idea before I
started this that most journalists
do not schmooze with their subjects. They don't get to know
them on a close, personal level
and the subjects rarely even
remember their names. This is
because, in reality, a real journalist has to be professionalwhether a fan of the subject or
not. So, meeting celebrities has
never been as great as I'd imagined.
I had to give up on ever getting
autographs or photos for friends,
family or even myself when I did

Like many kids in this country, I
grew up with a celebrity obsession. It all started with Joey
Tempest of the Swedish hair
band Europe. I don't know what
it was about him, but something
in my 5-year-old self just couldn't
get enough of ''The Final
Countdown." When I got a new
kitten for my birthday I named
him Joey after the '80s rocker.
(The cat would later grow to
attack me in my sleep as retaliation for my playfully dragging him
around by the tail, but that's
another story.)
My next obsession came a few
years later, when New Kids on
the Block emerged on the scene.
At least they were a little closer
to my age. When I got older and
started to think about what I
wanted to "be" when I "grew up,"
1 always thought of things that
would involve meeting famous
people.
The first and most surefire
career choice that would allow
me to be surrounded by celebs
was acting. I was always told I
could do anything I put my mind
to, and in elementary school, I
thought I could focus on becoming a famous actress. Maybe I'd
even work with Bette Midler.
(Beaches was my favorite movie

my first celebrity interview. I
wanted to be professional, ask
interesting questions, and most
of all, not seem like just another
pesky fan.
In one incident, I was part of a
round table interview at which
there were only two other college
journalists present. A fan of Gael
Garcia Bernal's work I remained
completely professional (while I
was secretly ecstatic to be sitting
next to him). At the end of the
interview I shook his hand and
proceeded to leave. But I was
stopped by the other "journalists"
who asked me to take pictures of
them and Garcia with the disposable cameras they brought
along. As much as I would have
loved to get a picture taken with
him myself, I would never have
asked because I'd feel stupid. It's
just not professional.
At the beginning of spring
break, my outlook on all of this
had changed when I finally got
an up close encounter with a
celebrity arid I didn't have to be
professional around, as I was not
working. Unfortunately, it was just
A.J . Mclean from the recently
reunited Backstreet Boys, who
were in town during Easter
weekend for a concert at the
House of Blues. Sadly, I had
absolutely no interest in the
shorter-than-expected bad boy of
boy bands. It was just my luck
that I had finally run into a semifamous person off the job, and
it's no one I cared to hang out
with.
But at least that gave me hope
that I will someday randomly run
into a celebrity I'd actually care to
talk to.
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other than Donna Summer at The Taste of
Chicago. The downtown festival will also leature Lauryn Hill, Santana, Clint Black, Steve
Winwood, LeAnn Rimes, Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Creedence Clearwater and Los Lonely Boys,
among others. The Chronicle is still deciding
whether this is good or bad news.
The related Lollapalooza festival is scheduled to be held in Grant Park on July 23 and
24, and is rumored to feature The Killers and
Beck. It will arguably have a more expensive,
yet, much more enticing line-up than the
Taste.

-------------------~
Did you miss her, or do you
Fans of independent film can trav- 1
el down to Champaign April 20 1
through 24 for Roger Ebert's 7th 1
annual Overlooked Festival. Thi s :
year, Ebert hypes up 12 ignored 1
movies like 1990's After Dark, My 1
Sweet starring Jason Patrie, and 1
promises appearances by actors, :
directors, family and orchestra 1
members from the films. Check 1
out www.ebertfest.com for more 1
: information.
:

keep up with US Weekly?
Britney Spears and husband
Kevin Federline are teaming up
with UPN for a six-episode look
into their life as a married coupie. "Now, for the first time, their
millions of fans will get to see
and hear the couple's real story
on UPN as told directly by
them ," UPN president Dawn
Ostroff told Blllboard.com. It
could prove to be entertaining,
II nothing else.

·------------------------------------------------------Jamie Murnane - jmurnane@chronlclemall.c om - 312.344.8565

Trlah Bendix

lbendlx@chronlc lomall.c om - 312.344.7521

Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlclomall.com - 312.344.7086
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Secret Service visits 'Secret History of Sin'
Stamp art exhibit asks, 'Wha t is evil?' while feds ask for info
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor and K. Anderson/Staff Writer
For the first time in swastika," said Hernandez de
Columbia's history, a campus Luna, referring to President
gallery exhibit has incited a George W. Bush's statement
Secret Service investigation.
claiming that certain countries
Columbia officials were are responsible for evil.
stunned when two Secret
Out of this explosive stateService agents showed up for ment has come an effort that
the opening of the new Glass ruminates on the reality of evil
Curtain Gallery exhibit "Axis of as we know it.
Evil: The Secret History of Sin."
Hernandez de Luna, former
According to Columbia's Columbia student who has sevmedia relations director, Micki eral of his own pieces in the
Leventhal, the agents arrived show, credits the college for
before the opening, demanding opening doors to such a controto
speak
with
Michael versial exhibit.
"There's many institutions
Hernandez de Luna, the exhibit
curator who was not yet pres- that will not take on shows with
ent. Hernandez de Luna is no such a raw cacophonic edge,"
stranger to controversy as he is he said.
the stamp artist who was singleGreg Weiss, gallery coordinahandedly responsible for shut- tor of the Glass Curtain space,
ting down Chicago's Loop post said he does not remember any
office for several hours in other time that an exhibit has
October 2001 when he sent a generated so much interest
skull and crossbones stamp before it even opened. Weiss
through the mail with the word said they chose the exhibit
"anthrax" written on it.
because they thought it would
Though the stamp was found resonate with the students and
to be harmless, Hernandez de ·the public.
Luna has been under a federal
"It's very timely in the sense
investigation for the irlcident. of our political and social eliAnd while there. is"'politically mate," Weiss said.
controversia"'aft in "Axis of
Robert Billings, a Los
Evil,':, he.vefithat,.~aid1 ·"We do Angeles-based political artist, is
nP.IJ(nq,w.&ffiCially, the nature of an eager participant in the
,;tHeir irfqtliries."
show. Billings said he likes conIt .was made clear, however, troversial art because it opens
·.tfiat the inquiries had "nothing up a dialogue.
to do with Columbia," Leventhal
"It's not necessarily consaid, and the only request that demning evil, but asking 'What
was made was for Hernandez is evil?"' Billings said of the
• d&' LU!fl• to <f90tact them within · exhibit ·
• i4 hours'.;. •· •,... · · •· · · • · ' New York-based artist Gerard
It
is
unclear whether Barbot is also participating in
Hernandez de Luna has con- the show. Asked what people
tacted the agents, as he said he should take away from the
is not allowed to talk about the show, Barbot was quick to comincident. He did say that he was ment.
"not too surprised by the turnout
"I wou ld wish that people
of the Secret Service," as all his would be more aware of what's
exhibits are documented by going on in the world as well as
postal authorities.
what's going on in their own
He was surprised, however, selves," Barbot said, adding
that agents decided to turn up that stamp art is functional.
for "Axis of" Evil," having said,
"It's meant to be licked and
"This is one of my safest shows stuck on an envelope," he said.
ever."
"I've used mine already."
And Hernandez de Luna
Leventhal said the gallery will
be unaffected.
doesn't consider his work com"We are an art school," plete unless it's actually been
Leventhal said. ''We're a com- sent through the mail (either
munication school and we successfully or with a cancellastand firmly for freedom of artis- tion stamped on it).
tic expression and academic
The idea for the show origifreedom."
nally came from the mind of Jim
"Axis of Evil: The Secret Swanson, owner and operator
History of Sin" is a collection of of Qualiatica Gallery and Press.
stamp art featuring 47 artists Swanson first created a hardfrom 11 different countries that cover catalogue of the art and a
opened at the gallery on April 6. companion DVD, which includ"He coined the term 'Axis of ed essays and discussions by
Evil' like the Nazis hijacked the artists and other interested par-

ties. Both were titled, "Axis of
Evil,
Perforated
Praeter
Naturam." Swanson explained
that "perforated praeter naturam" means to punch holes in
the supernatural, and that's just
what he wanted to do.
"We've created a metaphor
that puts fear into people and
that has to be addressed,"
Swanson said.
A friend of Swanson's suggested stamp art as the medium, and Swanson hired
Hernandez de Luna to curate
and navigate the art.
According to both Swanson
and Hernandez de Luna, 99.9
percent of the art was solicited.
"It was a global call. I said,
'Show me what you guys think
of evil, and don't send me none r.------,------'""'!'"-----..,-----~
of that pansy-ass stuff neither,"'
Swanson said.
Hernandez de Luna is known
for controversy and justifies it
by saying it is exactly what
being a successful artist is all
about.
"Any publicity makes his art
more valuable," said Swanson
of Hernandez de Luna's attitude
toward trouble.
Trouble ended up being just
another part of the birth of this
already controversial exhibit
and collection. Swanson and
Hernandez de Luna embroiled
themselves in a legal battle
over the collection
and
Hernandez de Luna's payment
for his work on the project. The
creators of this thought-provoking, artistic endeavor are not on
speaking terms.
The exhibit, which was supposed to go hand in hand with
Swanson's catalog and be ,., ..===
shown at Qualiatica, Swanson's
gallery, is now an independent
project of Hernandez de Luna's.
Swanson has retained rights
to the catalog book, the DVD,
and the title, "Axis of Evil:
Perforated Praeter Naturam."
Hernandez de Luna has the
rights to the collection and to
exhibit the show to the public.
"Axis of Evil: The Secret
History of Sin," which will be on
display at the Glass Curtain
Gallery. 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
through May 11 .

~=======================~
Top: The Postcard for the exhibit previews some of the "graphically
political" work (according to a viewer discretion notice on the door of
the gallery) that's on display. Left: Gallery viewers at the opemng
shortly after Secret Service agents left. Above: Two examples of political postage stamps at Glass Curtain Gallery.
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INVITE YOU M'D A GUEST TO ATTEND A SPECIAL SCREENING

Stop by

COLUMBIA (HRONICU

623 S. \Vabash Room 205• Chicago

Toda~~, .Aprilllth, to pick up a complimentary pass (admits 2) ton special screening of

THE

INTERPRETER

One pass per person. Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. No purchase necessary. Employees of
all promotional partners, their agencies and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.

IN

THE~'\TRES

FIUD.i'"Y, AI•RIL 22
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Musical gives its three cents on social issues
Threepenny Opera comes to Columbia's New Studio Theater
By Stephanie Rycraw/Staff Writer
Sleazy
characters
and
charismatic criminals coexist in
"The Threepenny Opera,"
which will run April 13 through
24 at Columbia's New Studio
Theater.
The musical, directed by
Theater Department faculty
member Stephanie Shaw,
offers a voyeuristic view into the
lives and environment of the
disenfranchised people who
often resort to rebellion as a
means of survival.
Bertoli Brecht's adaptation of
John Gray's "The Beggar's
Opera," the musical follows the
transgressions of Macheath (or
Mack the Knife) and his medley
of cohorts who are fighting to
exist while protesting social and
economic oppression. Shaw
describes Macheath as a "criminal in London , trying to gain
respectability through the same
means
that
all
devious
respectable
people
use."
Macheath verbally attacks
unscrupulous
corpo ration s,
which he perceives as having
little if any regard for the poor.
He is more forgiving of his own
penchant for deception when it
benefits him.
Derrick Trumbly, a senior theater major, plays the shady
Macheath. Trumbly called his
character a "businessman who

deals in hookers and thieves."
The direction of complex
characters like Macheath has
been a rewarding and challenging experience for Shaw.
"It's my kind of theater," she
said. "I've gotten tired of watch-

ing actors go on a journey and
leaving the audience behind.
The audience gets to see
[Trumbly] interpret the character, rather than simply inhabit
the character."
Senior theater major Jess
Godwin plays Polly Peachum.
"Polly always gets what she
wants," Godwin said. "There is
more to her than what meets
the eye."

Godwin referred to something she once read and
believes captures the essence
of her character: "A broken
heart is not as bad as an empty
stomach," she said.
"The Threepenny Opera"
deals with the reality of poverty
and hunger and the lengths that
some will go to in the name of
survival.
Steven Montague, a junior
theater major who plays CrookFinger Jack, a member of
Macheath's gang.
"The show is very relevant
for
our
present
times,"
Montague said.
"You can't expect people to
behave when they're wondering where their next meal is
coming from," Shaw said.
She pointed out the timelessness of "The Threepenny
Opera ," because of the basic
need for '1ull bellies and someplace to sleep."
"People are born into circumstances they simply can't get
out of," Shaw said.
'The Threepenny Opera"
runs April 13 through 24 at the
New Studio Theater. 72 E. 11th
St. Tickets are $5 for the public
and free to Columbia students.
For more information call the
box office at (312) 344-6126.

Left : Derrick Trumbley as Mack the Knife stands behind Christian
Litke as Tiger Brown. Above: Jess Godwin as Polly Peachum.

Do you get carded at bars?
Are you 21 years old, but look younger?

Unique opportunity to work PT in Chicago this summer.
Our Federally funded research project is looking for
young women to work as Research Data Collection
Specialists. $15/hr. Weekend evenings July 9th through
August 27th. Requirements: good english language
proficiency (written and oral) and HS diploma/GED.
Must be comfortable in diverse, multicultural settings.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-333-3378 BY APRI L 25th
for details.

Help create a family.

Apartment & Roommate Marketplace

Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
'

1-877-FOR-RENT

take medication and undergo a minor surgical pr·()f,&!idtJI~'j

Chicago&

Serious inquiries only.

All U.S. Cities

Long Term
Short Term

List Apartments
& Rooms F'ree

G£STATJONAL SURROGATES
,_.\inimum compensation $20,()()U Healthy women between

ages of 21-35 who have g.ven birth to at least one child.

No Broker Fees
I

Furnished & Unfurnished

www.sublet.com
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Lights. Camera.

iAcci6nl
BY TODD BURBO / ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

ohn Cusack. Bill
Murray. Bernie Mac.
Ricardo Islas.
Which one of these
names doesn't belong?
Well, if the links between them
are Chicago and the film
industry, it's a trick question.
They're all active players in
Windy City films.
The name Islas may not
sound as familiar as the others, but it's time to learn. His
fame is past due, as he
already directed 13 feature
films, four of which were shot
in Chicago.
Film buffs shouldn't stress:
To get the inside scoop on the
up-and-coming star, just check
out the 21st annual Chicago
Latino Film Festival (CLFF).
Islas' contribution to the festival, a thriller titled Para Malar
a un Asesino (To Kill a Killer)
should be a standout.
Not only has the film procured a coveted location,
screening at the Landmark
Century Centre Cinema, 2828
N. Clark St., but
Pepe Vargas, festival founder

J

Columbia's International Latino
Cultural Center, is personally
supporting it; saying he would
be taking the movie to the
Sundance Film Festival in
Utah, a hotspot for independent films looking for distribution.
Although any director would
love worldwide distribution,
Islas won't allow Hollywood to
make or break his career as a
filmmaker. His participation in
the CLFF is what brought him
to the United States, and he's
more than happy to continue
supporting it from a local
perch.
"My experience began back
in 1985 in South America,
where I was born and raised,"
Islas said. "I came to the
United States for the first time
in 1996, on an invitation from
the CLFF."
Islas has since shown six
films during the festival's run,
and still maintains his enthusiasm for the event.
"The festival is a great venue
for us to showcase, and for
audiences to see films that,
because of the Hollywood
monopoly on distribution, people never get to see," he said.
Para Matar tells the story of
a Mexican hit man who moves
to Chicago, in an attempt to
quit the business. Apparently,
he knew little of the city's history, as local organized crime
elements quickly dash his
hopes for a
simple life.
Islas
shot
the

film primarily on location, in a
city he prefers to film in whenever possible.
"I think Chicago is truly one
of the most beautiful locations
in the country," Islas said. "I've
used it in all of my films, and
plan to keep using it. It's a
great place to shoot."
Chicago has certainly made
an effort to attract filmmakers,
as evident in the Chicago film
office website, wh ich is built
into the city's own site
(www.cityofchicago.org/filmoffice) . However, Islas is skeptical of the support.
"(Governor Blagojevich] is
trying to attract more
Hollywood investment to the
city, which is not the same as
saying they're trying to help
independent fi lmmakers," Islas
said.
, In fact, Hollywood's presence can hurt independent
directors in the city.
"In the past, there was more
Hollywood business going on
here, and there are some bad
habits from the past, with people trying to get money every
time you show a camera," Islas
said.

The leading man
Salomon Carmona, who
plays the lead in Para Matar,
feels a similar devotion to
Chicago. Carmona was born in
Mexico, but has lived in
Chicago for more than 30
years.
"I came to the States in
1970, and began working in
radio and television here in
Chicago," he said.
In addition to acting
in Islas' film,
Carmona was
also an executive producer for
the
film,
and

was
responsible
for at least
one major
decision In the
film's production.
"(l slasl wanted to
shoot It digitally, but 1

said 'No, let's shoot it on film,'"
he said. "We shot on 16mm.
We didn't want to shoot on
35mm because we had a lot of
brand new technicians, but
they were very talented, coming fresh out of college."
Because it was filmed in
both Spanish and English,
Para Malar has a major advantage when it comes to securing
national distribution.
"We have two different markets," Carmona said. "It's
never been done like this
before. In 1954, they made
Dracula in two languages, but
they changed the talent. The
difference [here] is that we did
both versions with the same
actors."
Carmona is optimistic about
the film's future.
"This movie will find an audience in every nationality,
because it has a little bit of
everything: suspense, horror,
and drama," he said.

The Cokmbia COIIIeCtion
Islas and Carmona aren't the
only Latino filmmakers in
Chicago. Juan Frausto, a product of Columbia's Film
Department, is showing his
film , La Migra, at this year's
festival.
La Migra, part legal drama,
part suspense film , is the story
of a Mexican attorney in
Phoenix who is defending a
racist border patrolman
accused of shooting an innocent Mexican boy. Things are
complicated for the protagonist
when his client discovers that
he's trying to obtain immigration visas for his family, and
begins to threaten their security in exchange for an acquittal.
Although Frausto was bo rn
in Mexico, he has spent his
whole life in Chicago, and Is
proud to represent Columbia.
Although La Migra's director
hails from the Windy City, it
isn't a Chicago-based film.
"The only Chicago connection Is me," Frausto said. "The
whole film Is shot in Florida,
with some second unit work In
Phoenix to give the Impression
that the whole movie Is shot In
Phoenix and Mexico."
Finding Florida locations that
resembled Phoenix proved to
be easier than anticipated. "I
noticed that Phoonlx had palm
troos, so I sold 'Well, wo cM
got ow11y with onythlng In

Florida. If Phoenix
has palm trees, we
can shoot anywhere
here,'" said Frausto,
laughing.
While shooting during a
Chicago winter would provide
obvious hardships, Frausto
found the environments of
Florida to be equally demanding.
"It was extremely hot, and
we were shooting in the middle
of nowhere," Frausto said. "I
forgot to put on my cap one
morning, and I got burned all
over my neck, face and scalp.
It was horrible."
The filmmaker also had difficulty shooting night scenes in
the sparse landscape, as their
camp occasionally interrupted
shots.
"We had to rent or buy _more
cables, to move as.far..as..possible from the camp, because
we couldn't have the lights
showing up in our shots,"
Frausto said.
Despite the hardships of
shooting La Migra, Frausto is
happy with his film, and glad to
show it in the CLFF.
"The festival has been so
supportive," he said. "This is
the third film I have shown
here, and I have a really great
relationship with Pepe Vargas.
He always looks out for me
and supports me in every way.
I'm very grateful to him."

We're all friends here
If Frausto's attitude is any
indication, the CLFF isn't about
competition, but about helping
fellow Independent filmmakers
in the community. Frausto is as
excited to see the other films
as he is to show his own.
"I'm really looking forward to
seeing Ricardo Islas' film To
Kill a Killer. He's a good friend
of mine."
Frausto will not be Idle during the film festival.
"I'm going to be busy. In
addition to promoting La Migra.
I'm also doing pra·proctuctiOn
on a movie that I begin shoOtIng next month." he said.
La Mlgra, which was ffil(le
by the Florida company
Breakaway Films, altO hat •
chance to obtain national (js·
trfbution. The company II
associated with Maverick
Entertainment, which wildietribute regionally, and It CUf'"
rantly In ttllks with MGM and
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Below. Ricardo Islas. Opposite poge. o scene from "Poro Motor o un Aseslno."

Paramount
to find wider distribution.
The CLFF will be screening
more than 100 films in theaters
throughout Chicago, including
Piper's Alley, Landmark's
Century Centre, and Facets
Cinematheque-a long way
from Vargas' original idea to
project featured films on a concrete wall. The festival has
progressed steadily in the last
20 years. Its goal, according to
its website, is to show '1hrough
film, that Latinos are defined
by more than 20
countries, and
come from all
social and racial
backgrounds."
But Latinos
aren't the only
ones to benefit
from the festival-fans of
independent
cinema should
benefit as well.
"We should
continue to support festivals
like this,
because they
show us that
there is something more than
explosions and
CGI effects,"
Islas said.

The Chicago
Latino Film
Festival takes
place from April
8 through 20 at
the following
theaters:
Landmark's
Century Centre
Cinema, 2828
N. Clark St.; Piper's
Alley, 210 W. North Ave.;
and Facets Cinematheque,
1517 W Fullerton Ave. For
more information, go to
WWW.Iatinocu/turalcenter.org, or
call {312) 409-1757.
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Label maker

Local musician Bobby Burg's new Record Label is generic only in name
By Trlsh Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
Chicago musician Bobby
Burg thought he was just starting a record label when he
gathered his friends in a West
Side warehouse to make and
record music. Instead, he
formed a music collective for a
group of local artists. and crealed a venue for them to release
their experimental and uninhib1ted songwriting. Burg's indie
rock label. blatantly named
Record Label, was formed in
2000 when his band. The Love
of Everything. wanted to
release an album.
"I just wanted to put out my
own records on CD-Rs or whatever. I needed a name so I

picked a generic one." Burg
said.
After five years of releasing
his own albums, the Ohio native
opened the label up to friends,
beginning with three new EPs;
his favorite format. The first is
called The Graduate Series,
which features electro-pop star
Cex·s five-track Know Doubt.
guitarist Ryan Rapsys (Joan of
Arc. Gauge, AZITA) and his
solo debut under the pseudonym Euphone; and indie supersongwriter Tim Kinsella's second solo release Crucifix
Swastika. which debuts April
18.

Burg said his clientele is primarily local because the friends
he records are from Chicago.
"I wouldn't say ~·s Chicago
centered." Burg said. "It's going
to stay really close to my personal friends. I won't release
anything by anyone I don't
know. It's not geographiCally
llmrted to Chteago. It's really JUSt
people I know I like."
Tim K1nsella (Joan of Arc.
Make Believe. Owls) said he
hrst met Burg when Joan of Arc
practiCed 1n Burg's a"IC.
"He'd be SI"Jng 1n the IMng
room and we never talked to
each other: K1ns&lla said. "I
always thought he was so
wetrd He would JUSt srt and
smile at us and never say any·
th1ng. I'd sort of be hke. What's
go•ng on Wllh that guy?' Then

Third Generation - Same Family Ownership
312-427 - 5580- 24 Hour Fax : 312-427-1898
- email: sales@centralcamera.com
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coming up: spectacle fortuna
Spe:;tacle Fortuna is a celebraf.-on o f
the collaborai~Je and crealf,,-e potential
of people's hands, hearts. and mind s
at Columbia College Chicago. It will
be realized through music. procession.
street spe:;tac!e. and communhy ritual
and will be the centerpiece for the
mcnifest celebration.

get involved!
Over the next se,Jeral months the people
bel1ind 'Spectacle Fortuna ' will be holding
several series of workshops and meetings
w here the Columbia community can meet,
create end use their artwork in the Spectacle
Fortuna on June 3rd. T.'le workshops are FREE
and open to tr1e Columbia College Community.

lv11NGLE with the Spectacle Forruna as it
brings art into the avenues. performance
to the public. and the \/,thole Columbia
Communit!) out of their classrooms.
studios. and offiCes and into the
Moving lnsrallahons: \Vednesdoy. April 13th. 5:30 8pm . 623
streetsi
• S. \ Vabosh. Rm 1021

upcoming workshops

Do you sew. oct. dance, w rite.
build. point, or JUSt wont to seize the
opportunitu to be a port of a Iorge
scale street spectacle? Now's uour·
chance- and we make it easu.

.All proj=;cts created in the upcoming
vtorkshops \A1li be ir.cluded in the
Spectacle Fortuna on June 3rd.

· Creating Prayer Flags: J:.pri! 18ftl. 3-5pm. 623 S. vVobash.
Rrn 909
Bamboo Lanterns and Bonners: flpril 28th, 10om 1pm,
· Residence Life. 731 Plurnouth Court. Cornrnunitu Center
· Making and Flying Kires: May 6th. 12 2pm

rsvp/ con~ ad: Please RSVP to
Jennifer F(ocVch ot jfriccrich@c:olum.
edu at :east one \.veek pr:or ro tt1e

\>!Orks''1op ii IJCU would like to ottend.

call f'or images
fc:]Spoce" :~-; iookinq for \J!'GCh.Jotino ~-:tudentr·: to ~-;ubrn:t 'rnh
quo'i!q phologrophs o f orl •::or><. in onbi rnedio (i!luslra ion.
pointing fi!rn:\;icic.•c) stills rxJfor:nuncc.' stilis . photogrorh!J etc)
for manifest prornofonol od.,:errisin~; . pm;tert-: tlrochYHS (,
mo:e Images w ill also be part of the manifest
online gallery '

we are accepting images on an ongoing basis.
how to submit: Bring a CD RO tvl with uour irncgcs
Gnd c !ow re;-; prirncur of the imo;;es ro:
(;>loss Cur!cin C3nlleru. 1104 S. \1/obasll. lsi finor
lmcgc Spc~c:,:: 300 clfii c t !cost
fi"x :=i" nG.\·/ 'lr Cdor (OA'il<). jpPq
/for :~CO!Cii}le eps Oueslions?
emul ogrcinr::r©icolum.ccJu

IA (&JE,l·
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AfroContempo festival moves Columbia
Performers encompass African storytelling through dancing
By K. Anderson/ Staff Writer
Ronald K. Brown started h1s des1gned to credance company. EVIdence. 1n ate performance
t 985 w1th the Idea that he want- opportuni tieS in
ed to use dance. theater and the United States
storytelling to 1ntroduce audi- that
showcase
ences to contemporary African contemporary
dance and culture . H1s ideas African dance.
and hiS company have received
Reynolds' idea
rave re1news across the United was to bnng four
contemporary
States and abroad.
On Apn l 1J . 15 and 16. Afncan
dance
Evidence w1ll make 1ts second compan1es
to
two
aooearance at Columbia. per- Columbia.
'orm1ng at the Dance Center from the Unoted
' t "Come Ye." the finale of the States and two
e ght-week
AfroContempo from
Afnca
=est1val. The company hrst Brown's Ev1dence
ca-ne to Columboa on 2001
1s based on New
B"'Dwn and hiS dancers woll York.
soerld the week as artosts-on Other perform·esldence. conductong specoal ers 1n th1s year's
asters
classes
w1th festoval
were
Columbla"s dance students and Senega lese
one publoc rr~asters class at Lou dancer arid choreConte Dance Studoo Brown ographe r
a"<l members of Evidence \VIII Germaine Acogny.
aso Q1V9 a post-performance American choreographer Ralph
€C:ut"e on Apnl 14.
Lemon
and
Compagn1e
P 'HI Reynolds. executive Tchelcf1e'. an all- female dance
o -ec:or of the Dance Center. company from Afr o<:a's Ivory
OE!<}adevetooong
the Coast.
-1 ""0Contempo Fesnval almost
Hetdl Malnar. a 1unoor dance
::-ree years ago wtl€n he said rri<!JOC' at Columbta helpmg w1th
-e began to r'Ot'ce ·a ve"f nter- the festJval. said she IS exerted
es:c-9 err~ o' contEr1P<)- that EVIdence .s retumong to
'8"f dar.ce t-ron A'rca •
Colurrb<a
~~ oo-10an.es 'A'E!re oer·
·rrs so great to see thiS k1nd
'&~ n Europe. but did not
of wor~~: Malnar said "You can
s~r. c;.orr1lrl9 to Amenca l81nt
JUSt ten that rt comes from the•r
ab:Jir. Five years aqo. ac.cordlr1g life·
There will be a pre-oerform~o Re'f"lo•<!s P-e ' es rval s

ance doscuss1on on Apnl 15 fea tunng Northwestern Unovers1ty
professor of dance h1story
Susan Mannong. who recently
pubhshed M odern Dance.
Negro Dance· Race m Mof1on. a
book explonng the relatoonshops
between black choreographers
and modern dancers on New
York C1ty from t 930 to 1970
Mann ong also serves as presodent of the Socoety of Dance
Hostory Scholars arid convener
for the Cho<:ago Sem onar on
dance and performance The

p.m.
ers.
Talks with experts and performers are an 1mportant part of
the AfroContempo Festival.
Audoence members are encouraged to aHend these discusSionS
"It helps to deepen the appreCiation of what they're see1ng."
sa1d Reynolds.
Malnar hopes many more
fest1va ls like thiS one lind theor
way to Columb1a because "1t's
great that [the fest1va lj specofl-

Introducing

cally focuses on a culture and
what they have to offer the
world of dance:
Reynolds said the fest1val IS
successful so far. The April 14
performance IS sold out
Tickets are stt/1 available for
Apnl 15 and 16 . including the
fam1/y mattnee at 3 p .m on Apnl
16. Student admission _IS S5
with Columbia ID. TICkets cap
be
bought
online
at
www.dancecenter.o rg or by
callmg (312) 34-l-8300.

47 West Polk St.
.,nstd& 06.arbom Slahoif

$3.99

312/235-0119
Open Daily at 7 a.m.
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I am woman: hear me moan

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Actor Guinness
5 Subsides
9 Spread about
14 Sprint race
15 Member fees
16 Unpolished
17 Troubadour's
instrument
18 Relative of a
spritzer
20 Angry states
21 Over the hill
22 Francis or Dahl
23 Low tone
25 Barbara
Geddes
26 Downcast
27 Record label
29 Gullible dupes
33 Dressed like a
judge
36 Luigi's island
38 Op. _ (loot note
abbr.)
39 Conce~ed one
41 Actress Dietrich
43 It's c-c-c-cold!
44 Actress Della
46 Passover least
47 Drain slowly
49 Jackie's second
50 Sentimental
drivel
51 Emigrant's subj.
53 Reading, as a
bar code
58 Carelree
6 1 Half a drum?
62 Leigh Hunt's · Ben Adhem"
63 Posh Beverly
Hills street
65 Invitation letters
66 Worship
67 This _ on mel
68 Profound
69 Very cold
70 Penny
71 And nothing
more
DOWN
1 Improvise
2 Actress Dern
3_Park, CO
4 Box with four
knights?
5 Tim Burton film

041111/lJi

C 2005 Tribune Nedl• Servk:ea.lnc.
AU rights re...-wcl.

6 Constructed
7 Binges

8 NNW's
opposite
9 Make a basket
10 Fairy-tale

monsters
11 Dominate
12 Utopian garden
13 "Those
the
Days•
19 Secret doctrine
24 Low point
28 Show up
30 Served
perfectly
3 1 Evergreen
32 Gang hangeron?
33 R.E. Lee's
troops
34 Grimm creature
35 Dullsville
denizen
36 Latin way
37 Burning crime
40 Securely closed
42 Actor DiCaprio
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Solutions
A 1 N 0
d 3 3 0
d 1\ s ~

n o
~

8
N I

~ 3 0
3 N 3
J. I::>
s d 'I
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~ 3 1
3 0 n
M3 ~
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3 N
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~ 0 J.
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I
00~
3 s
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1 ~ 'I ~
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1 3 8
3
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0
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~ ::>
s 3
J. s
s 8

45 Vatican chapel
48 "Great• czar

0 I 1 3 ~
3 ~ 0 0 'I
~ 0 0 3 0 0 ~
3 H J. I 1 8
1 s 3
~ 'I
d 3 3 s
3 3 ~
~ ~ 8
J. s I J. 0 ~ 3
I
0 3 8 0 ~
0

0 "

J. 0 N
1 0
IM

no
8 3

s
s s
s 3

'I 8
~ I
3 J. n 1
H S v 0
::> 3 1 'I

56 Original
57 Colorful
aquarium fish
52 Did a farrier's job 58 Talk big
59 Mineral find
54 Witches' group
55 "Peer Gynr
60 False god
playwright
64 Bird ofmyth

50 Most plucky

As I flipped through channels on a lazy to have sex with me. It lies in his thinking that
Sunday night, I came across yet another bad a sexual relationship is somehow less imporVH1 show about sex. I was about to get up tant to me as a woman than it is to him.
and throw in another disc of "The O.C.," when
After years of saving it for marriage and
a woman in the show said something that star- wearing our skirts · below the knee, women
tled me: 'Women don't need or want sex as finally stomped out of the kitchen. Women now
head companies, fight fires and replace brake
much as men do."
I was horrified, but I kept watching.
pads, but for some reason the concept of a
Out of all the men and women on the show, woman wanting and needing sex still baffles
mostly B-list celebrities and adult film stars, not most men.
And it's not their fault. Our media-obsessed
one of them expressed the obvious fact that
women love and want sex just as much as culture is filled with myths about a woman's
men do. I laughed at them, and picked up the sexuality. In television shows, the woman
always "wants to wair to have sex while the
phone.
My new love interest, Alan, would find this big sexual man keeps pressuring her into it. In
amusing. I was sure of it. But then he dropped porn , the silicon-stuffed Barbie dolls moan
after a few seconds of penetration, while
the bomb: 'Women don't want sex as much
their male counterparts disregard
as men do," he said.
the clitoris in all its glory.
I hung up the phone.
I was furious. I couldn't believe I
The thing is, most men do
ignore the clitoris, the most visible
was dating someone who felt that
and pleasurable part of a vagina,
way, but suddenly I began to see
and it's a damn shame.
the light.
Although casual sex is fun now
I called Alan back, hoping to talk
some sense into him on the subject,
and then, I knew I didn't want that
but realized when it came to his
with Alan. I wanted a relationship,
own sexuality, the conversation
and I finally got one. The thing is,
after months of kissing and getting
--~·m.·J wasn't going to happen.
While our union has progressed in
to know one another, our physical
every other aspect, I can't get past the
relationship wasn't really going
lack of a sexual relationship, no mat·
anywhere.
ter how hard I try.
Unlike the B-list females on
It is not my or anyone else's right to
VH1 , I have wants and needs, and I
force a partner into something they are
make sure my partner knows what they
are. But after months of communicating
not yet comfortable with, but ifs also not
this, I can't help but think he just doesfair to continue feeling rejected and
confused by a partner's motives or
n't care.
My male friends were baffled by the
beliefs.
Being a woman does not mean
situation, saying that they never
being passive or asexual. Women
turn down sex, especially with an
are beautiful, sexual beings and we
attractive girl like myself (flattery
need to start letting our men know it.
will get them nowhere), and my
And please, don't watch VH1 . I'm
female friends just react with constarting to think it destroys brain
fused facial expressions.
The problem for me doesn't lie
cells.
.
in the fact that Alan wants to wait B
-Beatrix @chronic/email.com
eatnx 0 1xon
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Even the 5 calls
from your girlfriend
in the last 20 mtnuttML}-----'-..........---..

Visual Resource Department
623 S. Wabash, room 719
Label all work!

Fresh Pick is open to
all currently enrolled
Art & Design freshmen
(as of this or last semester)
to exhibit one of your works!

Submissions should
be pieces executed during
the Fall 04 or Spring 05
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An pleGes tbat are site specific, to !)e per1ormetl in nooks and
cra nnlet,. hallw<'lys. :obt1ics. the m anlfost fcsti vill site in Grant
Park. or ::-sl ong VVabash and Michigan Avenue~ So~ne loGok;s ~n
ducte: totJb<es of G23 S. Wab<~sh and 1104 S. Wabash. windows
of both tf"lt:; tv1 usc~~Jrn of ContenHJOrary Phctogn·1phy a na t.he
Cor-away Cent er at 1104 S. Wabasb. and outdoors in tile scu\f)!'un' garden nn 11th and Wa!;ash.

REQUIREMENTS...
Thirok outside the box • be it s t1ort or <!urational. Interactive, or
stm ic. solo or collaborat ive, work &hou ld be performatlve with
a stmng visual el\~ment. Performances; Installations wil l ta~.e
place at manifest on Friday, June 3 between '12 pm ... 7 pm . The
work can be clurational for all or a portion of manifest .

$$$ STIPEND $$: THERE IS A STiPEND TBD
FOR PROPOSAL FORM SEE:
HTTP:// CSPACES.COLUM.EDU/TICTOC

DOWNLOAD P
HTTP:/;~PACES.

QUESTIONS? CALL JULIE CAFFEY 312/344·7696

PERFORM : FRIDAY,

1ltl'~~ M~ll" r.f ;t~(MW1 t~Jlr..£11 PHOlO
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cspaces.colum.edu
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Hokin Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M·Th 9· 7, F 9·5
Sat. by appt.

~~p~r__~l.!«>..=. .~th__~~-~-l!~.!. ~~-'J.!.~. ~r.!!!~. .M~.!t.~~-~!!l.~.!~. ~~i_~!.tJ.~!l-··-···--·· ··············-·--·-·- ········-···-·····-··
April4, 2005 - May 6, 2005
Reception: Friday, April 8, 5·7pm
Paper Echo is an exhibition of student artwork in a va riety of print techniques, such as, Van Dyke, relief. intaglio, cyanotype,
Lazertran, and much more. The Photo Prtnt Media Studio is a uni~ e work area at Columbia College Chicago where students can
explore prtntmakin& experi mental photography and nineteenth century photography. The Photo Print Media student curriculum
bridges the gap between fine art and photographic studies.

Hokin Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M·Th 9·7, F9·5
Sat. by appt.

Polytheism of Gender
Aprll4- May 10, 2005
Reception: Friday, AprilS, 5·7pm
This is an open call exhibition \11th arl\1~rk that responds to how society constructs gender, and how humans 11ew
their sex, sexuality, and Identity. Polytheism of Gender Is an exhibition of 2-d and 3-d arl\~rk that explores god-like idols that
define gender roles In this society.
Curated by Hannah Czehatoi\Ski, Gretchen Janko11ski and Matt Ohm on behalf of the Arts Community Student Organization.

Glass CURTAIN Gallery
1104. S. Wabash, first floor
hours: T, W, F, 9·5, M, Th 9·7
Sat. by appt.
T11E nuDEif'T CDftU AND UIJ.IRIEI OF CCK.UMIIA COU.-

CHJCAIO

Axis of Evil: The Secret History of Sin
Aprii6- May 11, 2005
Reception & Gallery Talk: Thursday, April 7, 5- 8 pm
An international exhibition thematically peeking Into the depths of evil through the pri nt making form of the postage stamp
sheet Curated and navlg;lted by Michael Hernandez de Luna, this exhibition Includes a stamp sheet from the late Ed Paschke.
In memory of our friend and colleague Ed Paschke.

C33 Gallery
33 E Congress, first floor
hours: M·Th 9·7, F 9·5
Sat. byappt.

WHAT IS GREEN?
Aprll11- May 11, 2005
Reception: Thursday, Aprll 14, 5·7pm
This open call student exhibition features 2-d and 3-d artwork in a variety of media that is pri marily "een. The exhibition
provides an opportunity to examine monochromatic materials and ~~~rk that celebrates and challenges our perception of
what green is.
This show Is juried by Columbia College Chicago artist alumnae.1st, 2nd and 3rd place awards will be Issued
during the reception.

[C:JsP.ACES IS A ()IVJSJOIJ OF STU0£.1JT AFFAlt?S J FUIJDE!) EIJT1R£.LY
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Equal representation on campus?
tudent bodies have
had a tendency to take
an apathetic approach
to politics, but it only seems
log ical that Col umbia- with
its urban selling and liberal
education ofTerings- would
have an on-campus s!Udent
organization geared toward
Democratic politics.
After all , the school is
located in the biggest city of
a decidedly blue state, one
that has a notable history of
supporting progressive causes.
Hope fully, the recent
arrival of a fom1all y recognized Democratic student
group will translate into an
increase in political activity- of all stripes- on campus.
But in the wake of the
Democrats'
rev ival
at
Columbia, the question arises:
Where
are
the
Republicans9
The fact that no clearly
labeled student group has yet
to form an opposing organization might not be a complete surprise, but all levels
of the college's political
activism would be improved
by such a balance.
Students across the country
have been been reluctant to
get involved, resulting in
fewer and fewer organizing
efforts. The decline of such
opportunities that both
defend and advance real
interests also translates to
producing less students who

S

are willing to stand up for
what they believe in and
tackle controversial issues.
To have two such organizations would promote an open
disc uss ion through debate
and result in further awareness. Strong virtues and
dynamic opinions are something students need more of,
not less.
If there were ever an
opportune
time
for
Republ icans at Columbia, it
would be now. The turnout
rate of under-25 voters
increased 5.8 percent in the
2004 presidential election,
four years after the U.S.
Census found only 36.1 percent of people ages 18 to 24
voted in 2000.
A college campus is the
last place that should discourage dissent, and one of the
primary foc uses of Columbia
should be the opportunity to
create as many infom1ed and
knowledable students as possible. A college celebrating
diversity should never tum
away from any opportw1ity
to cultivate a more politically
consc ious atmosphere.
As a result of years of low
voter turnout from the college age group, politicians
routinely target the senior
vote. Political leaders frequently address concerns like
healthcare, welfare and social
security, while issues such as
higher education funding fai l
to get the same attention
because of students' lack of

political action. As a result.
students feel distanced from
the political process. and
therefore less inclined than
o lder generations to follow
civic issues.
The mission of any institution of higher educatiotion
sho uld be to foster the values
of a democratic society by
educati ng the young about
public responsibilities. Since
most policy is set through
interest groups via lobbying,
having both Republican and
Democratic organizations for
the college would not only
increase mere interest, but
the total number of students
who vote as well.
As students, we have a tendency to underestimate our
own politica l vitality, which
cou ld have a tremendous
impact on the body that governs us. Too many students
don ' t seem to care about
what 's going on in the world,
and many more don 't know
what po litical party to support, simply opting to echo
parents when it comes to how
to vote.
The best way to get students more active in the voting process is to encourage
them to embrace issues pertinent to them.
Should an organization on
Columbia's campus emerge
to counter the Democrats and
further that notion, the ambitious soul who start s the
group deserves nothing but
respect.

I'VE .JUST DISCOVERED THIS REVOLUTIONARY NEW
INVENTION THAT WILL SAVE ME TONS OF MONEY
ON G AS , CAB FARE , AND EVEN BUS F ARE. AND ITS
ALL THE R AGE IN CHINA'
SOUNDS INTERE S TING,
WHAT IS I1'7!

/

IT'S CALLED A BICYCLE!

/

Chris GallevoiThe Chronide

L£11 ERS 10 THE EDilOR:
city (and many in the suburbs) are not
bike friendly, and neither are some of the
people. The only opportunity to ride in
these parks without too much hassle is at
night, but even then we have to deal with
cops.
Simply putting in bike Janes and lockups does not make the city itself bike
friendly at all.

Dismantling goodwill at the U.N .
f the recent nomination of John R. Bolton
as ambassador to the
United Nat io ns does nothing e lse, it demonstrates
the absolute contempt the
Bush administration ho lds
for s uch
interna tio nal
niceties as diplomacy,
negotiation and cooperation.
That's because Bolton,
56, the current undersec retary of arms contro l and
international sec urity at the
U.S. State Departmen t, has
all but openly dec lared
warfare against the center
of world diplomacy, and
appears set to spend more
time tearing it down than
putting it to good use.
When Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice publicly
a nnounced Bolton's nomi nation a month ago, she
said " some of our bes t
ambassadors " to the United
. ations have bee n those
with "the strongest voices."
And in Bo lto n, the
admin istration can send a
strong voice, indeed- o ne
w1th staunch conservative
views who has long bee n
outspoken in critic izing the

I

agency's effectiveness.
from
ste rnly
As ide
opposing suc h major U.N.
respons ibilities as inspecting for banned weapons in
a country like Iraq, Bolton
doesn ' t think much of
multinational treaties.
In fact, in 1997, he wrote
in the Wall Street Journal
that " ... treaties are 'law'
only for U.S. domestic purposes. In their international
operations, treaties are simply 'political' obligations."
It's hard to imagine a
stronger voice than that.
Bolton's nomination has
prompted enoug h alarm to
warrant a letter from 59
American diplomats, membe rs of past Democ rati c
and Republican administrations, urging his rejection.
The former ambassadors
to such countries as France,
the Sovie t Union and Sou th
Africa , and who had served
under pres idents fr om
N ixon to C linton , we re
united in the ir be li e f that
Bolton was the wrong man
for the job.
In an e ffort to smooth the
way for Bo lt on 's confirmat ion , some con se rvatives

have begun compa ring
Bolton to the late N.Y. Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
who had worked tirelessly
during his long career to
make sure that despite the
primacy
of American
claims at the international
tab le, the abi lity of the
Un ited Nat ions to help
so lve world problems
through negotiation a nd
cooperation was respected .
But the comparison
prompted
Moyn iha n's
daughter Maura to publicly
point o ut in Newsday that
her father said toughness
and ig norance are freque ntly con fused in Washington.
There's littl e comfort to
be found in Bo lto n's be lief
that if the U.N. bui lding in
Manhattan " lost I 0 stories
it wouldn ' t make a bit of
difference ." Such o utspoke nness rn ight make fo r
co lorful sou nd bites, bu t if
th e Bush administration
hopes to accomplish an y
type of dip lo matic effort
ab road in th e nex t fo ur
years, appoint ing Bo lton as
ambassador is no thin g
short o f making a ll s uch
notions a pipe dream .
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C hicago, step up respect for bikers

Junior. Film & Video
In reference to the Chicago Bicycle
Federation's "success story" ("Bike federation turns 2 1, Janes reach I OOth mile,"
March 21 ), I have two discrepancies.
I appreciate everything that the city
government has done for bike transportation. The city boasts that it is one of the
most "bike friendly" cities in the nation.
As far as the numbers go, this may be
true. As for the cars on the streets, it could
not be further from the truth.
Cars and buses completely disregard
bike lanes and bikers altogether (in my
and other's experiences). Though I
understand the given risks and dangers of
riding in traffic, you would think that this
"bike friendly" city would educate its bus
drivers, cabbies and commuting drivers
about the bike Janes and enforce their
safety.
Too many times, I have seen buses and
cars cntising in the bike Janes. It 's this
ki nd of blatant ignorance that doesn't
make Chicago the most bike friendly city.
Drivers don' t care about the world outside of their own polluting bubble of
metal and plastic. They just want to hurry
up, get into traffic and sit for two hours
commuting home or to work.
If the city government were truly bicycle fri endly, they would take into consideration the population of20-inch ridersthe BMX riders- that like to ride in
"skatcparks." Both "skateparks" in the
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Point made about desperation, not
guilt
The Chronicle quoted me as stating
during the Roe v. Wade panel that women
did such dangerous things as drinking
poison and using coat hangers during preRoe days because "women wanted to
harm themselves because they felt bad
about what they were doing" (" Roe vs.
Wade still under debate," March 2 1).
I never made such an outrageous comment. Women resorted to unsafe abortions out of desperation, not guilt. They
weren' t trying to commit suicide.
Frequently, women who have abortions
already have children and are afraid that
they wi ll be unable to adequately provide
for them if they bear another child.
Before Roe, many of these women died
because of unsafe, illegal abortions. I am
working as hard as I can to make sure we
don't go back to those days.
- Catherine Caporusso
Northwestern Suburban (Chicago)
Chapter of the National Organization of
Women
Editor~· note: The Cluvnid e regrets
any ermrs in com -eying the imem of the
stateme/11 in question.
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Bonds' use of race card not one of his finer plays
By Derek Strum
Assistant Commentary Editor
As if there weren't enough reasons to loathe Barry Bonds, the
slugger has a tendency to exploit
o ne tactic that is particularly
shameless and irrelevant: the race
card. Should Bonds decide to
blame media scrutiny on the color
of his skin again, the trembling
you feel under your feet is most
likely Jackie Robinson turning
over in his grave.
It's hard not to respect a man
who is baseball 's active home run
leader, but Bonds has created
more than enough reasons as he
nears the national pastime's most
monumental achievement.
After undergoing his second
knee surgery in seven weeks,
Bonds once again took an opportunity to lash out at the media and
further sidestep questions of character by threatening the possibility of missing the entire 2005 season. "You wanted to bring me
down, you've finally brought me
and my family down," Bonds
said . "So now go pick a different
person."
With his 15-year-old son,
Nikolai, by his side, Bonds added
that he "might not be back at
all''-as though any of us would
have a problem with that.
Needing only 12 home runs to
surpass Babe Ruth and 53 to overtake Hank Aaron, the homer run
pursuit coupled with the aftermath of the congressional hearings on steroid use in baseball has
now sent Bonds running from two
of the sport's biggest spotlights.
Bonds· claims of racism are
bogus for a number of reasons.
Aside from the obvious ploy to
take attention away from the
"flaxseed oil and arthritis balm"
that are suspected to be perforrnance-enhancing drugs he received

from trainer Greg Anderson,
Bonds can still take comfort in the
fact that developments in baseball's steroid scandal have not
altogether ruined his chances of
being voted into the Hall of Fame.
According to the recent
Associated Press survey of 155
Hall voters, Bonds still had the
backing of 80 percent of those
polled. Mark McGwire- who
used a substance banned in every
other major league sport and
refused to comment about his past
during the congressional hearings- only had the support of 55

percent. That puts McGwirewho is white- short of the 75 percent needed for entry in to
Cooperstown. No player with at
least 500 career home runs has
been turned away from the Hall
after appearing on the ballot,
regardless of race.
While Bonds did not receive a
subpoena to the hearings, he was
not only granted immunity in the
Bay Area Laboratory Cooperative
(BALCO) case, but federal prosecutors said he could repeat testimony in public. Still, Bonds
refuses to elaborate on his grand
jury appearance long after it had
been bro_ught to light by the San

Francisco Chronicle. The testimo- "going through a little more," the
ny has provided some real chinks self-inflicted circumstances of his
to Bonds' arrnor lately, what with own home run chase pale by comhis alleged mistress, 35-year-old parison to the tribulations endured
Kimberly Bell's cla ims that the by Hank Aaron. While chasing
Giants outfielder not only admit- Ruth's record, Aaron received
ted to using steroids, but also gave bags of racist hate mail and death
her $80,000 in cash as a down threats. " Believe me, I'll be
pulling for him," Aaron said at
payment for a house.
If Bonds thinks that the sight of spring training in 1974 when
him on crutches is enough to asked about the possibility of
merit sympathy, he needs to start someone challenging his record.
treating the situation with more "And I hope they give him as
respect. The same goes for the much hell as they have me."
Sadly, the "hell" being given to
history of the game for which he's
the self-centered Bonds is all richbeen showing similar contempt.
ly deserved. It'd be nice to
revolve the debate around the
simpler contrasts between the
eras of Aaron and Bondsdimensions of the parks, quality
of opponents, number of plate
appearances, etc.
Instead,
the
speculation
revolves around the impact of
performance-enhancing drugs .
While one could claim that an era
with perhaps a little too relaxed of
a drug policy is more to blame
than the players, each time Bonds
opens his mouth lately, that line of
thinking becomes harder to
believe.
If Bonds should happen to sur"Babe Ruth ain't black, either," pass Aaron's record this season,
Bonds said last month, while he will not experience a great
somehow drawing an analogy we ight being lifted from his
between another round of steroid s houlders. The single-season
questions and an episode of home run marks so recently set by
"Sanford & Son." "Blacks, we go McGwire and then Bonds have
already left a bitter aftertaste.
through a little more."
But taking the one thing left
To say Babe Ruth didn' t go
through his share of troubles is that still feels sacred-in a game
more than a little presumptuous. that some might feel is no longer
While he was of Gennan heritage, that- is something that will haunt
Ruth's broad nose, full lips, and Barry Bonds long after retireshadier comp lexion still earned ment. His many career accom the Bambino his share of "N- plishments are issues that are neiword" taunts from the opposing ther black nor white, as everybench of the then-segregated thing about his character has
become shrouded in shades of
major leagues.
And if Bonds was to talk about gray.

Generational fiction friction
By Josh Kantarski
Assistant City Beat Editor
Connected by profession and
varying degrees of excellence and
aptitude, the list of Pulitzer Prize
winners in fiction reads like a collection of who's who in American
literature. From past winners John
Updike, Philip Roth and Norrnan
Mailer, to contemporary winners
Edward
P.
Jones,
Jeffrey
Eugenides, Jhumpa Lahiri and
Marilynne Robinson, the list
remains an eclectic documentation of our zeitgeist.
Pulitzers are awarded every
spring by Columbia University on
behalf of the Pulitzer Prize Board
for excellence in portraying
American life and all its complexities.
The problem, though, is not that
the more recent winners are
changing the American landscape
of fiction, but that America doesn't seem to be accepting them.
Sure, they have received some
measure of acclaim through
reviews or best-seller lists, but not
to the degree of Updike, Roth and
Mailer.

Maybe cultural recognition is a
matter of longevity. Consider, for
instance, that Updike was something of a celebrity more than 45
years ago, appearing on the cover
of Time magazine in 1968 and
again in 1982. Mai ler, who
appeared on the cover of Time in
1973, is still going strong as a
widely known cultural intellectual
after 50 years of poking and prodding the establishment.
America no longer reveres its
writers like it did during the political tumult of the '60s and '70s.
With the exception of Robinson,
who was awarded the prize this
year for her novel Gilead after a
20-year hiatus, the three other
writers are relatively new to a climate that shows its writers not
nearly the same respect as in years
past.
Would a working writer of the
caliber of Eugenides or Jones
adorn the cover of Time now?
Although the names in literature have changed, the Pulitzer
Prize Board has recognized the
shift. Sure, Updike and Roth are
still writing- each having published a novel in recent months-

The Columbia Chronide is a student·produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and

does not necessarily represent, in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators.

but there appears to be a trend in
American literature that, frankly,
many Americans have failed to
recognize. Or worse, care about.
Frequent readers of The New
Yorker and Harpers magazines
will recognize the likes of Jones,
Eugenides and others whose fiction occasionally appears in those
publications, but for the most part,
these writers seemingly go unnoticed in America. But why? Has
the Pulitzer lost its luster? Or are
we looking elsewhere for our stories and art?
The emphasis placed on storytelling through the written word as
a cultural tool- an art aimed at
illuminating the human condition
by making sense of the lives we
lead and the world we live inhas died. Arguably, we no longer
need
writers
like
Jones,
Eugenides, Lahiri and Robinson;
maybe the novel is truly dead.
Our storytelling now comes to
us through television. With 22
minutes o f ephemera interspersed
with narrative-cracking commercials, a 300-page novel doesn't
seem able to compete.
We no longer need these writers
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Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
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because we no longer make the
investment in writing. We now
imbibe our stories viscerally
through an array of images that
often leave us feeling over-saturated and manipulated. We contend that we don't have time to
take part in the intimate exchange
that is shared between author and
reader.
Nevertheless, there will always
be bookstores, libraries and coffee
houses. Readers will line sidewalks, lakeshores and park benches on summer days, hunched over
their well-worn copies of James
Baldwin's Go Tell It On The
Mountain and J.D. Salinger's The
Catcher in the Rye.
Yet, we shouldn't be concerned
about the readers, or, for that matter, those books. We need to be
concerned about the others- the
newer writers and future readers- so that maybe one day, some
kid somewhere will be sitting on a
park bench lining a lakeshore huddled over the latest Pulitzer Prizewinning novel with a g low on his
face: the inherent joy that comes
from a great book, and not the
phosphorescent glow of TV.

Letters to the editor must 1ndude full name year. ma1or
and phone number All reners are ed1ted for g rammar and
may be cut du~ to a hm•ted space
Letters can bO faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e-mailed to Chronicle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 205,

Chicago, ll. 60605· 1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

80
Number of hours
that 35-year-old
undocumented
immigrant Ming
Kuang Cqen SJ)ent
trapped m a New
York elevator before
being rescued at
about 5 a.m. April 5.
The restaurant deliveryman was last
seen at about 8:30
p.m. April I before
the elevator he was
in became stuck
between the third
and fourth floors of
a 38-story building.

$833,000
Amount raised by
activist group
MoveOn.org in less
than three Clays for
Democratic West
Virginia Sen. Robert
C. Byrd. Republican
Hiram Lewis, who
announced his candidacy to challenge
Byrd in 2006, sa1d
Byrd "should definitely return the
money because
rMoveOn] doesn't
reflect the values of
West Virginia."

94-20
Florida House of
Representatives vote
enacting the " Stand
Your Ground" bill
on April 5, which
allows citizens to
" use deadly force in
a public place if
they have a reasonable belief they are
in danger of death or
greatoodily harm ."

Choice Cuts

''

"If it's fully inflated, it does take five
or 10 minutes for it
to fully drain out."
Mike McDaniel,
owner of Air Play
Rental of Camano
Island commenting
on the theft of a 25~
foot inflatable gorilla
from the Viking
Villf:ige shopping
center m Stanwood,
Wash., on April I.
McDaniel, who rents
inflatable advertising
characters from his
business, has offered
a $500 reward for the
monkey's return and
claims it would cost
$5,000 to replace.

''

The Columbia Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Suite 205
Chicago, IL 60605- 1996

Main line: (312) 344· 7253
Advertising Fax: (312) 344·8032
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344·8430
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com
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Your 1egistTation time slots for both Summer and Fail semesters can be obtained In mid-April by
going to the Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under CX-Enroiiment). Follow the Instructions to see
what your registlation times will be. Time slots are based on the number of cumulative credit hours you have
accumulated. E·mails with your Fall registration time slot, and other registration information. will also be sent.
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows:
Firstname.lastname
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your full e-mail login
Your e-mail password is the same as your origi na l default OASIS password (until YOU change it).
Remgmber. changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-ma il password, and vice
versa. you have problems logging into your e-mail account. please contact the Student OAS IS Help
Une at 312·344·7788.

5

Seniors

Juniors

Tuesday, Aprtl19 - beginning at 8 am

2BA,!2BFA/PBCOM Tuesday. April 19 - beginning at 1 pm

Sophomores

Wednesday, April 20- beginning at 8 am

Freshmen

Thursday, April 21 - beginning at 8 am

Open Registration Monday, June 6 to Saturday June 11
The above time slots will remaln open for summer registration until Saturday, June 11 at Midnight (CST).

Continuing degree-seeking undergraduate recJstratlon be&lns

Mon.,May2

Open Registration, !all students uw;luOtng Of.1:ree scektng &l.ludents at large) begins Mon., Aug. 1

1\Jes., Sept. 6 • ~L, Sept 9
Tho above time slots will remain open lor ! all registration until Saturday, Sopt.10 at Midnight (CSD.

Orientation for new freshman und transfer students will be in July.
~tuc!~Jnt!> who owtJ r1n unpaid tmlnnco cannot panlr.lpato ln rl)p) !;tr ntlon. Cl1oc1, your O~IS course anti tee statement

for your c.u rr•mt balanc•J. Plofl&J contact tho Student l lnHnclfll Sor vices Ofllco at 312-344-7140 or e-mail
sfs@cotum.odu to r•Jf.olvo nny unpalcl batnnco.

FOR FALL ONLY

•

CI1•Jck with your mnjor cJermrtm•Jnt to cJoturrn lno If faculty nrJvlslnl( 1:; ro(fuhed. If so meet with ~1
tnwlty nclvlw r bllforo your roglr.trnt ton limo or nr. r,oon nr. ponslblo. FAculty advising Is not ro(fulred lor
SurnrntJr riJI(Ir.trat lon.
Nrw ffArlJI!E: (rail only) on- llno fHI<Irons updotot;. You will bo ro(fulred to updato your Emorgoncy Contact
Information b•Jiorll you cnn riJv,h;t•H. You c:nn nlr.o chor.11nndupdntn yorrr other odclros.c;as.
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The Columbia Chronicle is planning
its annual literary supplement to be

At~<ubmi"'"=~d~~ished ~' !lfJtii {1/5
~l~mbia

. .
•
bPlease bring your su b misswns
to thprzl
C zo. Please call K rzsten
Menke
y a manuscript copy and all pertin:nt IniOrmanChronicle
S. Wabas3hiA
-344-85I6
or e-mail
• any questzons.
on. All d"ISoffice
kswill
. (623
be available
forZve.Suite 205).
Submissions
. copv@colum
should
J
b .ed.U wztb
.
you to piCk up after May I. O ruy
de on disk (Word files) accompa . d
stu ents are eligible to enter work. me
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OPEN ~~C SIGN UP 6PM

Tvne slots Hmited. flt'St come
first served
STAND UP/SKETCH SIGN UP
l4l partqmts get 3 miootes
.xt sketch participants get
5milutes to perform.
IMPROV SIGN UP

VarbJs ~games will be played
~the evening. Audience
~tion is encot.raged.
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Loving couple yearning to
have a baby. Help make
their dream come true;
become an egg donor.
Seeking white, nonsmoker
18·25. Compensation avail
able. Contact Dr. Morris at
630-357-6540 or
312·440-5055 Code: TJ1216

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds

PRO VOICE LESSONS - AS
LOW AS $10!!! Professional
Vocal Coach Offering
Lessons for Beginner
through Intermediate
Students. Email:
liveliveliveagain@ yahoo.com

Classified Advertising

Project De~a Chicago
Colleges - Vis~
projectde~anow.com for info

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received bg
5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per
word with a$5 minimum. All classified ads
must be pre-paid in full prior to publication. All ads will be published in the order
of purchasing date
Three Wags to Place aClassified Ad

OH, NO! TAXES!!! Get the
Professional Help You Need
This Tax Season for
as Low as $25!
domytaxesnow@yahoo.com,
312-566-{)910 x.3
Chicago Job Fairs, Career
Fairs, Employment fairs, 0
pen Houses and more!
YOUR Chicago career
connection!
ww.chicagojobresource.com
43rd and Wallace 3 bedroom
new remodeled appliances
includes one garage space.
fenced yard nice bldg in nice
area. $650 773 255 3458

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.

I!J N8il
Send your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name. city. state, zip code
and phone number with full payment to:
Chronicle Classifieds. 600 S. Michigan Ave..
Chicago. IL 60605.

JOURNALISM STUDENTS!
Good for Party, a lifestyle publi
cation, seeks smart wnters with
a unique voice. Think some
where between 50s Playboy,
Vice, EW. We embrace contro
versy, provocation, seduction.
We are NOT obsessed w~
materialism, narcissism, and
celebr~ worship of other magaz
ines. Call Shreyas at
312.498.4304.
FIGURE MODELS
WANTEDI Columbia photo
grads collaborating on fine
art series about the human
body. All types needed. Be
part of a one of a kind pro
ject. Call Daniel & Justin @
773-407-7279
1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd,
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellent
Condition, $6900.
312-446-5882 or
skthiessen@hotmail.com.
1212 South Michigan
Avenue-Let us do the math!
It pays to live here! Ask us
about our specials. Offering
studio, one and two bedroom
apartments w~h gorgeous
city and lake views.
Amenities abound! Contact
Leasing at (312) 461-1110.

vary. 'j45scout@ hotmail.com'
Shop and Save
www.cheapgifts.com
Welcomes You Online
Make $ $$ taking Online
Surveys Earn $1D-$125 for
Surveys Earn $25-$250 for
Focus Groups .
www.cash4students.com/
columcol
Market-Research Firm in
Downtown, Chicago seeking moti
vated candidates to conduct cus
tomer satisfaction surveys on
beha~ of Fortune 500
Companies. NO SELLING.
Flexible evening and weekend
shifts available. Call
312-640-2563 or apply at: 820 N.
Franklin, M-F from 10am-4pm.
GRAFFITI ARTIST wanted to hire
for mural project in yoga training
studio. Ideal opportun~ for stu
dent seeking c~ and North Shore
exposure. Fantastic graffiti abil~.
Top pay for right candidate $ $$ !
Contact Dawn, 847-721·8214, or
email, Youaref~@aol.com . ASAP.
43rd and Wallace 3 bedroom new
remodeled appliances includes
one garage space. fenced yard
nice bldg in nice area. $650 773
255 3458

GUITAR LESSONS ~ LeRoy
Bach. (5ive Style, Wilco, DSetttement....) Lessons offered in
Humboldt Park studio. Rates

By Fax
Fax gour typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name. city. state. zip code
and phone number with full payment to
312/344-8032.

This is Columbia.

Specials!

Week of Aprll11 - 15

soups

Taco Salad......................................................$4.5 0
beef or vegetable chili, lettuce~ tomato,
cheddar cheese~ salsa, sour cream and guacamole.

&rllled Chicken on Focaccla ...................... $4.25

monday

'furkey &reen Chill
tuesday

Cream of Potato

swiss cheese, bacon, carmellzed onion, roasted
red pepper sauce, served with potato chips.

wednesday

Turkey 8acon P1nlnl.................................. $4.00

thunday

muenster cheese, tomato, served with pot1to
chlpa.

Southwestern Chicken
Vegetable

New England Clam
Chowder

the underaround cafe
basement - eo1J south mlohlgln

City Be a t
In her remarks, Schmich told the For her part, Caputo credits
story of how as a young journal- CMW, and specifically founder
ist new to Chicago in 1986, she Hank De Zutter and President
first called Studs to interview Thorn Clark. for the teaching
him as part of a sto ry about the and mentoring they offered her
first ki sses of many Chicago during her time at Columbia.
icons. Schmich sa id that Terkel. Caputo mentioned that St ud '>
upon hearing the purpose of her work was an inspiration behind
call, promptly hung up o n her.
her career.
"During my first semester 1in
But Schmich also brought the
evening's message home when the fall of 2003[. Hank taught a
she spoke of the ways in which local seminar o n covering po licommunity journalism and the ti cs and government," C aputo
evening's fes tiv ities renected o n sa id. " I learned more from that
the meaning and purpose that class than almost any o ther I' ve
those in the room brought to taken. and the thi ngs they
their work .
exposed us to in that class I use
··we are all part of a circle of every day in my repo rting ."
people who are not o nly conTerkel himself drew the
nected to each other," Schmich biggest applause of the evening
said , "but also part of a circle when he received a stundi ng
that connects the city back to ovation from assembled guests
itself."
at the end of the ceremo ny.
The poi nt was further under- Offering up a note of hope in
Eric DavisfThe Chronicle
scored when, at the end of the what he c haracterized as politiStuds Terkel, a Chicago icon and reve red journalist, was on hand April 6 to commemorate the 11th
ceremony, she played the civi l cally di fficult times, he c heered
Studs Terkel Awa rds. Terkel was hopeful about the future of journalis m, mentioning that in the currights an them "Will The C ircle the honorees by connecting them
rent political tumult, "Journalists a re carrying on the muckracking tradititon of journalists like Linco ln
Be U nbroken" o n the piano to journalistic traditions of the
Steffens ."
while her Tribu ne colleague Eric past.
Zorn led the attendees in song.
" I feel hopeful in these strange
Continued f rom Back Page
As in past years, the event also times because these journalists
had a strong Colum bia connec- are carrying on the muckraki ng
ditio nal ' journalism, the Terkel that get results." Despite writing torturing suspects in the 1970s tion. Early in the ceremony, the trad ition of journalists like
award is a kind of vindication," Unspeakable Acts , Ordinary and 1980s.
2005 Studs Terkel Scholarsh ip Linco ln Steffens." Terkel said.
Bairn sai d. "This is abo ut inde- People: tire Dynamics of
For Conroy, whose work has was awarded to Columbia a lum- referrin g
to
the
famous
pe ndent j o urnalism tha t's not Torture, his 2001 book exam in- also been credited with helpi ng na Angela Caputo, who graduat- American journalist of the 1900s
dictated by a ny rules about what ing the d yoamics of torture and to prompt the 2003 moratorium ed with a master's degree in who exposed corruption. "So, as
j o urna lism is. In his career, its pract itioners in such far-nung on the death penalty in Illi nois journalism in 2004 and is now a I stand up here, I'm hopeful
Studs has no t fo llowed any rules pl aces as Ireland a nd Israel, by then-governor Geo rge Ryan, reporter with the Pioneer Press. to ni ght."
and I' ve tri ed to do the same as Conroy is perhaps best known recei ving a Terkel Award at the,..:.::._.::.....:_:__ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _:::...__ __ _ __ _ _ __
wel l."
for his work detailing allegations Arts C lub came to represent the
Jo hn Conroy, a freelancer and against
Chicago
Po lice closing of a particular c ircle in
staff write r for the Ch icago Department Cmdr. Jon Burge, his own career.
Reader, was ho nored by C MW who is believed to have routine"[Receiving the award ] sort of
for "telling stories with impact ly extracted false confessions by boggles my mi nd," Conroy said.
" I first met St uds many years
ago in this very place as a 23year-old when I atte nded a
reception for [Terke l's 1974
book] Working . At the time, I
knew nothing abo ut journalism
and worked on a magazi ne that
sh ared offices with Studs. As it

Studs

sav- ~~=~~=~~~~~=~:~=~~==:====~

Eric DavlsfThe Chronicle

Among those honore d April 6th at the Studs Terkel Awards were
Ma ry Schmich of the Chica go Tribune. Schmich's award was p re sente d by fellow Tribune colleague Eric Zorn.

ing ou r little publicatio n about
turnedevery
o ut , Studs
ended up
three months
with a
once
contribution."
Longtime fr iend of Terkel and
publisher James Weinstein,
founder of the radical magazine
In These Times and the author of
a number o f books about the history of sociali sm in the United
States, was unable to accept his
award in person due to an ill ness. Neverth eless, In T hese
Times senior editor David
Moberg, who accepted the award
o n his behalf, stressed how fi tting the honor was fo r Weinstein.
It was Chicago Tribune
columnist Mary Sch mich, however, who set the evening's tone.

2005 Summer Sessions
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Triton
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Call H!00-942-7404, between April 25th and April 29lh (9;Wam-3;00pm)
to rega~ter toll·frce. or reg1s.ter onhnc at: www.tnton.edu

City Beat

Chicago archive records black
history, lives one story at a time
0 Nonprofit organization attempts to capture 5,000 interviews by 2010
By J. Diamond Weathersby

"The HistoryMakers adds a
S!aHWnler
new dimension to learning. You
When most people think of have ]the people's] tone of voice.
African-American hi story. names You have facial expressions. You
like Charlotte E. Ray. Joseph have the sights. sounds and
Gomer and Augusta Savage are smells associated with their
not usually the tirst to come to experiences. not just written
words." Crowe said.
mind.
Richardson, who has a passion
But The HistoryMakers. a
Chicago-based nonprotit video for helping people recognize "the
and oral archive institution. beauty of the African-American
strives to document the contribu- experience and its significa nce to
tions. trials and triumphs of thou- American society," staned The
sands of African-Americans HistoryMakers in 1999. The
whose stories would typically go archive includes stock footage
overlooked within American his- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
tory.
"I think that the ~lar
The History Makers emphaimages 'n the D¥5dJa are
sizes stories like those of Ray, often '!lef1 tlNJ'O'W and u:ly
who was the first African- mot:e heaVilY '9ft~·
American female lawyer in the Tile Hl$toryMilers-:ia~wOd:United States; and Gomer. who
ing to correct ttiat."
served as a fighter pilot with the
decorated Tuskegee Airmen of -Erin McCarthy, Columbia
World War II: and Savage. who
history inslnu:IOT
was a sculptor and an teacher
during the Harlem Renaissance.
"Our
work
]at
The and video histories. The instituHistory Makers] shows the ability tion has grown to include an eduof a people who go against odds cational program on PBS and has
and make things happen," said even set a goal of completing
Julieanna Richardson. public his- 5.000 interviews by 20 I0.
A magna cum laude gradu~ te
torian and fo under/executive
director of The HistoryMakers. of Brandeis University and
··we are taking a lead in exposing Harvard uw School. Richardson
in the The
the stories of untold Amencans." takes pnde
Larry Crowe. producer and H1storyMakers' role in shedding
interviewer at The HistoryMakers. hght on the struggles and accomsaid the insltution plays an plishments of Afncan-Americans
importa nt pan in 1llummating who are usually left out of tradi tional Amcncan history.
Afncan-Amencan history.

L--------------'

"We've typicall y taken a piece
of coal and made a diamond out
of it." Richardson said.
By the institution's defi nition.
a "HistoryMaker" is an AfricanAmerican who has made a difference with his or her own accomplishments. or has a significant
tie to a noteworthy movement,
organization, association or
event in African-American history. A HistoryMaker may come
from all walks of life, including
art, music, politics. entertain ment. religion, or the medical
field. All are included in The
HistoryMakers' archive, provided they have had an impact o n
the African-American community.
One of Columbia's own.
President Warrick L. Caner is a
"Histo r y Maker . "
Erin McCanhy, a history instructor in Columbia 's Liberal
Education Department, also
noted
the importance of
Historymakers in documenting
African-American history. She
even takes the students from her
Oral History: The Art of the
to
The
Interview
c lass
HistoryMakers' South Loop
office every semester the class is
taught.
" I th ink that the popu lar
1mages in the media are often
very narrow and rely more heav•l y
on
stereo types.
The
l·hsto ryMakers is worki ng to correct that. Without I the stories

Olll.iilance Cowmued from B{lc/c Page
nances revolve around the same concepcs and r~ rch. Both arc ba~
on mformation from var1ous stud1es
and organizations. such a~ the
National
lhgh"'ay
Traffic
Admm•Mrat•on. that found that the!>C
actiVIties in questlnn to be hazardous
whJlc dnvmg Though many recent
stud1es have cvJdence to suppon
these conclusiOns. wmc people
pomt out that the 1s~uc: of distraction
1s 1101 so cut and dry.
f-or example. younger dnvers arc
diwacted by a d1fferen1 \Cl of
rmpe<hmenu. than older people arc.
acc<Kdmg to 13arbara llaroha. cxccu·
uve director of the Governors
lf•ghway Safety Auociauon. a nonprofit rKgamzauon that hand le' road
~fety •s~ucs •n the U1111ed States.
Older people tend tv be distracted by
thm~ that arc g~ung un oul.\Jdc the
car. wh•le young people arc murc
CU.\1Iy sidetracked by rad1o11 ur other
sl1mulu.J in\1dc the vchJclc, she t>:ml.
llarsha cuncedc\ that eating ranks
hrgh on the hsr <Jf d•MractuJO.\ that
can caullC rccklc\\ dn vmg. but she
(llnnt.~ out that there will alway• he
\IJ1nc::lh10g to drvupt a d11vcr'• con·
cc:ntraliUn.
"l>11vrrog 1s a very ~uonplex rn•k
thal rc<1Urrc~ the mrrul ICI mak~ hun
dre<J• of Judgrnc111• 111 a vcry ahort
trrrrc. "'' 11 1•)1 of thrny,• Cflll lnke away
from that." lfarslw \ard " You ~an 't
rJC«:••allly elurrrnatc dl\lll•clurr,.,"
llur.hu •ard that I ill\·· fuKhrlfl.\
:•ltmg w11h <other rc•.c:m~ h •luows thut
hllll\ hkc tiiC <oiiC\ (lll•f~ l\cd fllr
( 'h" ~W• are rwrlllccc••-:lllly 1111 clfc<:
tr vc way til lie:•I wllh <lrstr atl uoll '>lor
c~r1lai11• that '" lhc stale• lhat hnvc
llannc:d the: li\C uf hand held cell
tlhl.~m• Nc:w Yvrk, New Jcr~~c:y
~~~~~ tire IJI\IIICI ur ( 'ulurrrhlu

resc::~rch Indicates that after an 1111t1al
drop ofT. dmers soon tend to go
back to talkmg on the phone.
"Ban> arc not terribly effective
unless they arc actl\·cly and very v•s1bly enforced,'' l larsha cxplamcd.
llarsha alS<> pomls out that people
can be JLI'>l a> d"tracted With hand>·
free dev1cc> as they arc when they
hold the phone tn the ear. saymg the
problem •• "cogmtJvc diStraction."
Nothmg was settled rcgardmg
c1ther <Jrdmancc dunng the meet mg.
but some area dnvcrs sa1d they
would be aff<:<.·ted by the JXI!>Siblc
change.
OenJamm lludwk. u freshman tel·
ev~>inn maJor at Columbm who
dnvcs 111 the suburb:. yet commute.
tu .chuol on the Merna. said he hopes
the ordmanccs do not pa.,s.
"I gue.\s It would be good fur peopie who arc nut able(() duliOmclhmg
while dnvmg. but m\1.il nf us cun,"
Oud7.ak sa1d.
lie recalls unc tunc he alm\1.il gut
1ntu an ucc•dcnl because he WitS
M:llrchmg fur rnu~•c on lu~ 1l'od
ruther than payrnJ! uttentum to the
road . llowever. Uudt.uk Mild thut he
fi xed the problem by gc1t10g n rud1o
adapter for the dcv1~c nnd mcmonz'"fl. the lucalloll ol the buttons.
"I cru1 upcrure IUSI uhuut every
111 my cur Wllhuul lllk11111 111y
eye~ utf the roud ... llud1.uk Atud.
'l'l11s re•J~IIIM: ·~ the k1nd thul
llarsha CIICIIIIflllleA. She MIIHIJestcd
ways lu cut down un dlsliiiClloiiA
hkc pre SClllllll rru.Jiu MlllliHIA, JliCk
"'!!out ( 'I>• hclor e stnrtluv. Ihe 1'111
11nd 11rrllmg uvcr lu Clllllt u110 11 cell
phune .
"Muru•lllllll dlslr~tlttns IN tho wny
111 II"·" llurshll 1nld. "And buMic1lly
Ju•t u•lng cwrlmtm IICOIIC,"

'""'II

Eric Daviii'The Chrooide

Julian Swain, a well-known Chicago dancer and choreographer,
is one of the many people whose life stories have been recorded
for The HistoryMakers. The Chicago-based archive recognizes
the lives of African-Americans through individual visual and audio
interviews.
published by them], our image
and view of African-Americans
would be limited," McCarthy
said. "What The HistoryMakers
is doing is invaluable."
Recent Columbia film and
video alumnus Ben Mayer, who
works as an editor at The
HistoryMakers, said he is optimistic about the role the institution will play in helping educate
future generations.
"I think especially for the high
school and college levels, The
HistoryMakers is going to be a
[The
great
resource.
HistoryMakers is] creati ng a
great information[al] tool for
people who are trying to learn
more about every single aspect
being brought up in [the interviewees') stories," Mayer said.
Crowe. who has conducted
more than 500 of the institution's
1.100 interviews since March

2002, said he recognizes the educational value of first-person
video interviews, which The
HistoryMakers stresses.
"The History Makers collection
is a tremendous value to anybody
trying to understand African
American history and culture in
the future," Crowe said. "The
HistoryMakers project makes the
Black experience a lot more
accessible. You get a sense of the
dynamics. of the-various shapes
and modes of the Black experience."
Locaud at 1900 S. Michigan
Ave.. archive hours are Monday
through Friday. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
by appointmelll only. For more
information
about
The
HistoryMakers and its programs
and events. or to set up an
appointment to view the coll«tion. call (312) 674-1900 or visir
www.thehistorymakers.com.

City Beat

lmprov f~ celebrates
comedians nationwide
0 Festival marks 50 years of improv in Chicago
By Tiffany Breyne
SlattWriler

Chicago will play host to a number comedians from across the
country as it gears up to host its 8th
annual Chicago Improv Festival
from April 22 through May 1.
The festival will celebrate 50
years of improvisation in Chicago
by setting up acts from various
comedy groups and colleges.
Jonathan Pitts and Frances
Collier both founded the festi val
when they realized that after 40
years, there was no celebration of
comedic improvisation in Chicago.
According to Pitts, in its first
year the festival had only 25 performances, and that number has
grown to about 125 this year. Many
of those shows are from big names
in comedy who will perform
throughout the week.
Pitts said some of the acts lined
up are from 'Saturday Night Live'
writers, as well as well known cast
members and writers of 'MADTV' and 'Scrubs.'
Besides these marquee acts,
there are plenty of other acts by
comedy groups in and outside of
Chicago. While Pitts said that half
the performance groups are from

Chicago, many comedy groups still
travel across the nation to take part
in the festival.
Rob Webber and his improv
group Johnny Lunchpail will be
traveli ng from New York to
Chicago to perform on the showcase stage on April 29 at 9 p.m.
Johnny Lunchpail is composed of
Webber and three other comedians
practicing longform improv, longer
length skits.
"Longform is like the kind of
shows put on at Chicago Improv
Olympic Theater," said Webber.
"Improv in New York is not as big
as in Chicago, but it's been getting
bigger over the past four or five
years."
Another performance featured in
the festival will be the Implosion
College lmprov Showcase during
the first weekend. This showcase
will give nine Chicago college
groups and out-of-state colleges a
chance to flex their comedic muscles.
Absolunacy, a
10-member
sketch group from Ball State
University in Indiana, wi ll perform
on Friday, April 22, at 7:30 p.m.
Jeff Rukes, a j unior telecommunications major at Ball State. has

been in Absolunacy for the past
three years and said the group will
try a new style for their performance.
Rukes said, "A few people [from
the group] saw a show in Florida
where the lights were off, and the
audience didn't see the stage. This
[will be] our first time trying that."
The festival will also feature a
college workshop during the first
weekend. Together with Dirty
South Improv, the workshop is

geared toward college students
interested in comedic improv and
is scheduled on April 23 at 10 a.m.
and I p.m.
While Columbia doesn't have
any acts in the festival, there are
still ways to get into the comedy
improv scene. According to Chris
Beyer, a freshman theater major,
Columbia has an improv club that
gets together every once in awhile
to rehearse. They may put a show
on at the end of the year.

"Chicago is the original home of
improv," Beyer said. "Improv is so
great because you don't know what
will work-you put everything out
there, and sometimes you fail,
sometimes you succeed. You can
always build on your success."
For more information 011 rhe
Chicago Jmprov Fesrival, as well
as improv clubs in Chicago, visit
rhe
fe srival's
web
site,
www.cifcom or call (773) 93598/0.

try for more than a decade, but
have yet to be interviewed for a
position in the business. She added
that the numbers illustrating the
growth of jobs in film work were
skewed by day laborers, and that
"95 percent o f the people that run
production are white."
Marsh said she offered input into
the tax credit's assemblage through
Illinois State Rep. Kenneth
Dunkin, but she was not invited to
participate in a drafting of the plan.
"As long as one group feels that
they are entitled to decisions," said
Marsh, "others will continue to be
left out." The tax credit has great

potential to be useful piece of legislation, Marsh said, and everyone
must work together to see that
every employee gets a fair opportunity.
Others on the front lines of the
industry, working first hand with
production companies, have argued
that the impact, driven by the
incentive is essential for Chicago's
growth in the film industry.
Rich Moskal, director of the
Chicago Film Office, said the credit now gives filmmakers an extra
bargaining chip when they ask producers to fi lm in Chicago.
"[Chicago has] been courting

the film industry for more then 25
years and [has] ridden the ups and
downs," said Moskal. "Now, without the incentive offer, we'd be
somewhat of a lame duck."
Currently. Moskal said the incenti ve has brought in the likes of actor
Vince Vaughn, Academy Awardnominated director Mark Forster
and HBO films.
''There's plenty of production
activity going on now," said
Moskal. "Whether that's a trend or
not, it makes for better marketing
and we're one of the places in the
country that seems to be riding the
wave based on incentives."

FiJm Tax Cominuedfrom Back Page
continued to be through 2005.
"Things are going great now,"
said Sexton of filmmaker's
inquiries coming into Illi nois.
''There's a lot of activity and we're
very optimistic about the future."
Sexton reiterated that film production in Illinois tripled last year,
and by all accounts, shows no sign
of slowi ng down. She added that
the IFO works closely with production companies on a good faith
effort to ensure that they are working hard to hire more minorities.
The IFO works so closel y with production companies and minority
groups, according to Sexton, the

office hired a diversity officer to
work as an intermediary between
the production companies and
prospective employees.
Yet workers in the fi lm industry
have argued that they haven 't seen
a significant enough change as a
result of the tax break.
"You have a situation where the
credit has done nothing for qualified, competent people of color,"
said Lun Ye Marsh, founder of The
United Filmmakers Foundation, an
advocacy group for minority film
workers. Marsh cited that many
capable film workers of color have
worked independentl y in the indus-

son, she gave them $250 in cash.
When she drove them back to the
original location, 802 S. Federal
St., the offender tried to steal her
purse, whic)l she said. contained

two males,

21~

on March3l ' at
spray pai.nling1a
brick wall at the
600 S. WabSsb

$950. A struggle ensued. The
<ifferider, sfill at large, obtained the
purse from the offender and fled in
a vehicle. The victim aod people
on the street helped bold the second offender until the police
arrived. No.ne of the victim's
money was recovered. ·

Finest in community journalism honored

Film industry
in Chicago

0 2005 Terkel Award
winners gather for a
celebration of 'oftneglected' stories

boosted by
tax credit

By Mn

0 Minority group
contends job numbers
skewed by recently
reported hires

w. Ancletson

llngn,j Edilr

Ch.i cago journalism came full
c ircle April 6 as the Community
Media Worlcshop honored four
accomplished and respected
local journalists- Tracy Bairn.
John Conroy. Mary Schmich and
James Weinstein-with the prestigious Studs Terkel Award.
Named after the beloved
writer and Chicago icon. the
award. now in it s lith year.
seeks to recognize outstanding
journalists who are carrying on
the tradit ion esatablished by
Terkel. who made his name
tellmg the stones of C\'eryday
people and bas exemplified the
practice of co mmunity journalISm. lbe 2005 ho no r roll includ ed JOUrnalists who have worlced
both ans ade and outside of the
tradatJonal. " maJnstream·· medaa.
but who bave focused on the
""real but o ft -neglected stories o f
our neaghborhoods."' as recogm.ud b} the Co mmumty Medaa
Worlcshop.
lbe e\·enl. bdd at the Arts
Oub of Chaugo. 201 E. Ontano
SL. attracted 200 or so of the
Clty's JOUrnalists and commumty
actJ>~SU. As in past yean. the
reception before the award ceremony •as f•lled w1th past Tcrtel
Award wmnen. along With some:
of the mo\l recog:mzcd name.~ m
Ch1cago rned1a. The event "
\pomofed by CMW. an orgam-

By Josh K.ntnld
Assistrt CiiY Belli Eiiir

Eric om.rt"ho Clvcnde

Community Media WorXshop founder Hank De Zutter. Studs Terkel. scholarship winner Angela
Caputo. Columbia's Dean of Med'Ja Arts Doreen Bartoni. and Serra Caputo gather to commemorate
the evening at the 11th annual Studs Terlcel Awards on April6. The event was held at the Arts Club of
Chicago. 201 E. Ontario St.. and drew in more than 200 people.
1.auon that hdps tram commuml y act1 v1sts to get theu message
out to mcdaa o utlet• aero" the
cuy.
lbe 2005 wmnen represented
a mix o f both younger and VCieran JOUrnalists. all of whom have
ably earned on !he work of bolh
Terkel and past wmnen alike .
Wmdy Cuy T1me• publisher

Tracy Bairn-at 42 years old. the
youngest of the evening's honorees--was recogmzed for her
work as an actavist and journalist
serving Chicago's lesbian. gay.
bi-sexual and transgendered
communities. and lhe CMW recogm7.ed her as " the mosl prominent vmce for the LGBT commumty m C'hacago."

After 21 years in the field.
Bairn sees the award as a fining
honor for someone who has
sought a career outside the mainstream of bcr profession.
"For a journalist who works
outside of what is known as 'tru-
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2(X)l, thlal number went up to($71
million!." Shcridlln said that-

0 Young people most likely to be preoccupied by activities inside the cur. officials say
~--Oorr

When Bruce Sheridan was
assigned the task of running ooc
of the nation's largest film schools
four years ago. he realized he bad
a substantial problem on his
hands: Production companies
wercn 't making films in Chicago
anymore, and, as the bead of
Columbia's Film and Video
Department. he bad to do something about it.
Now, a year-old tax inceotive
that Sheridan helped write, the
lllinois Film Productioo Services
Tax CrcdiL which is currenlly in
froot of the state legislature for
renewal in 2005. As part of the
governor·s budget proposal. ibc
credit is changing the face of film.
making in Chicago.
A little more than a year ago.
Sheridan said. the Illinois
Production Alliance. a coalition of
business. labor and educatioo,
teamed
with
Gov.
Rod
Blagojevich·s visual media Wk
force to draft a plan to increase
minority rqnscntation 00 film
sets. The incc:ntive wookl offer
productioo componics a tax IRal:
for hiring minority wukas.
By llll estimations.. thai rnea=e
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